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Executive Summary
Significant advances in Earth system understanding will only be achieved through better
integration of data and knowledge from the different Earth science disciplines and earth
compartments. Improvement in this field strongly depends on our capabilities of dealing with fast
growing multi-parameter data and on our effort employing Data Science methods, adapting new
algorithms and developing digital workflows tailored to specific scientific needs. A close cooperation
between natural scientists and data scientists will be the next ‘game changer’ in earth sciences to
both understand processes in small sub-systems of the Earth and to find answers to pressing
challenges that need investigations across earth interfaces as for climate change, resource security or
geo-hazards.
With Digital Earth we will address these challenges within and between the Helmholtz partners,
but also by including expertise from the outside and establish more international links to similar
projects and long-term initiatives in Europe and globally. Digital Earth has been strategically initiated
by all eight centres of the Helmholtz research field Earth and Environment. It directly links to two
other initiatives of a joint infrastructure (MOSES) and of earth system modelling (ESM), all
concurrently aiming to continue the efforts of answering the set objectives within the next PoF-IV
phase through.
We defined three work packages (WPs) that deal with SMART Monitoring Designs (WP1), Data
Exploration Frameworks (WP2) and Sustainable Collaboration (WP3) in which e.g. visual and machine
learning data exploration, quality/uncertainty pre-processing, data-gap closing or the joint
development and long-term maintenance of software have been identified as objectives. In addition,
I
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in WP4 we will evaluate the usability of our data science approaches and the success of the project
for gaining new scientific insight. WP5 will secure the overall project coordination, involve a scientific
advisory board and will establish Thematic Seed Groups for ‘Earth Monitoring’, ‘Data Provision and
Data Quality’, ‘Data Exploration’, ‘Data Management & Governance’ and ‘Software ArchitectureConcepts’. The Seed Groups build the discussion forum among the tasks, to external partners and
later on will evolve in knowledge hubs within PoF-IV.

Zusammenfassung
Signifikante Fortschritte im Erdsystemverständnis werden nur durch eine bessere Integration von
Daten und Wissen aus den unterschiedlichen Erdwissenschaftsdisziplinen und Erdkompartments
erreicht werden. Dazu müssen Fähigkeiten, schnell wachsende, multi-parametrische Daten zu
verarbeiten verbessert werden, in dem Data Science Methoden genutzt, neue Algorithmen adaptiert
und digitale Workflows für wissenschaftliche Anforderungen entwickelt und etabliert werden. Eine
enge Zusammenarbeit zwischen Naturwissenschaftlern und Data Scientists ist maßgeblich für die
zukünftige Arbeitsweise in den Erdwissenschaften, um Prozesse in Sub-Systemen der Erde zu
verstehen, als auch Antworten auf Herausforderungen bezüglich des Klimawandels, der RessourcenSicherheit oder von Umweltgefahren zu geben.
Innerhalb von Digital Earth werden Lösungen für diese Herausforderungen im Verbund aller
Helmholtz Zentren aus Erde und Umwelt entwickelt. Gleichzeitig wird externe Expertise
herangezogen und eine stärkere internationale Verknüpfung zu ähnlichen Projekten und langfristig
geplanten europäischen und globalen Initiativen angestrebt. Digital Earth wurde als strategisch
wichtiges Projekt aller achte Zentren des Forschungsbereiches Erde und Umwelt initiiert. Es ergänzt
zwei weitere gemeinsame Initiativen zur Forschungsinfrastruktur (MOSES) und zur ErdsystemModellierung (ESM) mit der Vorgabe, die gestellten Zielsetzungen in der kommenden PoF-IV Phase
weiter zu verfolgen.
In Digital Earth wurden drei Arbeitspakete (WPs) definiert, die sich inhaltlich mit SMART
Monitoring Designs (WP1), einem Data Exploration Framework (WP2) und der Nachhaltigen
Kooperation (WP3) auseinandersetzen. Es werden Ansätze entwickelt und angepasst für visuelle
Datenexploration und machine learning, für automatische Bestimmung von Datenqualität und –
unsicherheit, zur Identifikation und Schließung von Datenlücken sowie zur gemeinsamen und
langfristigen Nutzung entwickelter Software. In einem weiteren Arbeitspaket (WP4) wird der Erfolg,
Data Science stärker in den Erdwissenschaften zu integrieren untersucht, neben einer Analyse zur
Einbeziehung nicht akademischer Stakeholder. Als grundlegendes Arbeitspaket wird sich WP5 um die
übergeordnete Koordination des Projektes kümmern, ein Scientific Advisory Board und thematische
Seed Groups etablieren. Letztere werden die übergeordneten Themenkomplexe ’Earth Monitoring‘,
‘Data Provision and Data Quality‘, ‘Data Exploration‘, ‘Data Management & Governance‘ sowie
‘Software Architecture-Concepts‘ bearbeiten. Die Seed Groups bilden ein Diskussionsforum, das
essentiell für ein Gelingen von Digital Earth ist. Sie verknüpfen die einzelnen Tasks der Arbeitspakete
und sollen später als Knowledge Hubs in PoF-IV fortgeführt werden.
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1. Introduction
Earth Sciences depend on detailed multi-variate measurements and investigations to understand
the physical, geological, chemical, biogeochemical and biological processes of the Earth. Making
accurate prognoses and providing solutions for current questions related e.g. to climate change,
water, energy and food security are important requests towards the Earth Science community
worldwide. In addition to these society-driven questions, Earth Sciences are still strongly driven by
the eagerness of individuals to understand processes, interrelations and tele-connections within
small sub-systems, between sub-systems and the Earth System as a whole. Understand and predict
temporal and spatial changes in the above mentioned Micro- to Earth spanning scales is key to our
understanding of Earth ecosystems; we need to utilize high resolution data across all scales (seconds
to millions of years; mm to 1,000s of km) in an integrative/holistic approach. Using Big Data1 has
meanwhile become standard practice in Earth Sciences and as in many other science disciplines,
digitalization in conjunction with Data Science promises new discoveries and is the logical path to
cope with the ever faster increasing volume of distributed and particularly very in-homogenous data.
The understanding of the Earth System as a whole and its sub-systems depends on our ability to
integrate data from different disciplines, between earth compartments, and across interfaces. The
need to advance Data Science capabilities and to enable earth scientists to follow best possible
workflows, apply methods, and use computerized tools properly and in an accessible way has been
identified worldwide as an important next step for advancing scientific understanding. This is
particularly necessary to access knowledge contained in already acquired data, but which due to the
limitations of data integration and joint exploration possibilities currently remains invisible.
The central goal of the three-year project phase of Digital Earth is to enable earth scientists within
the Helmholtz Association Research Field Earth and Environment (E&E) to link data across
compartmental boundaries, establishing coherent data workflows and to develop/adopt processing
chains that link the analyses of various field and model data and use the gained knowledge to guide
data acquisition in the field. How the knowledge extraction process via data science can improve
scientific results is the fundamental question asked by the natural scientists towards data science. In
a strongly interrelated approach we want to identify workflows, methods and applications that are
true ‘game-changers’ for studying the Earth System. For this, the project focus on two main
pathways: One deals with making observation strategies and data acquisition as such better/more
targeted; the other investigates how already existing data science methods can be tailored and
linked in easy to use workflows for environmental sciences. Digital Earth is not directed to develop
entirely new data science methods and technologies such as new machine learning algorithms or
data infrastructure/data management concepts; the innovative aspect is to closely link natural
science and data science by focusing on three main fields: a) the provision of qualified data, and the
exploration and analyses of data by b) machine learning methods and c) visualization approaches to
make progress in linking the variety of data. The development of applicable and accepted
workflows that include suitable methods and software frameworks is the aim of Digital Earth to
boost knowledge generation in Earth Sciences by sparring Natural Science with Data Science. Our
results will be improved conceptual/methodical digital workflows and applications fit for use.
1

In Earth Science voluminous data come from remote sensing and modelling. The increasing velocity of data acquisition
results from technological developments that decreased costs and power consumption of self-contained sensors and their
capability to store large(r) volumes of data. Possible the dominant Big Data problem in Earth Sciences is the variety of data,
their formats and meta-data descriptions as well as their dispersed/distributed storage in different data storage systems.
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2. Concept of the project
The fundamental goal of the Research Field E&E and the affiliated eight Helmholtz centres is to
improve understanding of the Earth System as a whole (Figure 1). At present, Earth System research
is conducted within the five programmes “Geosystems”, “Marine, Costal and Polar Systems”,
“Oceans”, “Atmosphere and Climate” and “Terrestrial Environment” of the Programme-oriented
Funding (PoF). This reflects the current compartment-oriented approach of Earth System
investigations at the Helmholtz Association but also most other Earth Science research centres,
institutes and universities. A better understanding of the Earth will be achieved by bridging gaps
between scientific disciplines by making data Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Re-usable
(FAIR-Principle2; Wilkinson et al. 2016). Provide common means for quality assessment, data
exploration, data interpolation and integration explicitly including data from simulation models has
to be set as vision. Developing, advancing and adopting means that enable this vision are the tasks of
Digital Earth for which we have to bridge knowledge and understanding gaps between the two
disciplines of Earth Science and Data Science. We need to increase the understanding of Earth
System processes and problems on the data scientist side and explain existing Data Science methods
and workflows to the Earth Scientists and efficiently tailor these workflows to their needs. Here
"efficient" relates to faster and easier-to-use applications, the development/promotion of best
methodologies, the adjustment and extension of existing applications and the implementation of
automatization.

Figure 1: General Concept of Digital Earth to enable a holistic view on the Earth System as a whole.

Within Digital Earth, two scientific ambitions merge, one from the earth science community who
wants to have Data Science approaches available for their investigations and the other ambition from
data scientists who want to advance data science methods in itself but also to make them easier
adaptable to specific science requirements. A dialog is needed and a long-term and sustainable
cooperation and problem-solving culture needs to be established in which questions can be put
forward and iteratively worked on, solutions tested and finally adopted.
In Digital Earth we defined four overarching Earth Science questions aiming at innovative
approaches for earth compartment integrating studies across all interfaces (see Chapter 2.1). Two
exemplary Show Cases are used, highlighting Earth Science problems that need to be better
addressed with means of Data Sciences to be answered in a better way than it is currently done (see
2
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a detailed description of the Show Case in Chapter 5.4). The foci of Digital Earth will be on SMART
Monitoring Designs and a Data Exploration Framework for which we will jointly advance and
maintain workflows and methodologies through a Sustainable Collaboration. We will primarily utilize
existing knowledge and data as well as monitoring and data infrastructures from the eight
participating E&E Centres, but we also foresee active involvement of external expertise and will stay
open for a growing collaboration throughout the entire project phase and beyond. Digital Earth is
planned and aims for a sustainable implementation of Data Science as research topic by
strengthening the collaboration of the E&E Centres, reach out to other Helmholtz Centres as well as
national and international partners. We anticipate that after the here applied three years “starting
phase” of Digital Earth, Data Science driven Earth Studies by Helmholtz E&E will continue in an
international context with E&E becoming an important contributor due to our know-how and
capacity to study all compartments of the Earth System and the extensive infrastructure capacity that
we have at hand and make accessible for joint studies.

2.1 Project objectives, research strategy and project structure
Digital Earth is driven by the need for a better integration of highly specialised investigations
within the different Earth System compartments and scientific disciplines. Advancing our capabilities
for integrative studies addressing current and future Earth Science research questions is the basis of
our motivation to initiate and set up Digital Earth. Central Earth Science questions have been
summarized in the four Grand Challenges defined by E&E (see Chapter 2.3). They have been put
forward in similar ways by other international research institutes, funding or governmental agencies
and are addressed at least in eight of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations to
Transform our World3. In this respect Digital Earth has the Overarching Goal to advance Earth
Sciences with respect to system understanding, predictions into the future and providing science
based solutions. Digital Earth will equip the research community better for future scientific
challenges aiming for a sustainable continuation of the research and developments laid out below in
the coming PoF-IV programme (2021-2028) and beyond. Within the three years period we will not be
able to develop comprehensive solutions for all possible Earth System questions imaginable; thus, an
important goal of Digital Earth is to establish a framework for long-term collaboration that address
the needs and strategic directions of the Helmholtz Association and E&E (see Chapter 2.3). The
second overarching goal is to address scientific requirements and new research ideas in various Data
Science, Natural Science and Knowledge Exchange topics; these are detailed below.
2.1.1 Data Science objectives and strategy
On the one hand Digital Earth is designed as an Enabling Project that integrates Data Science
methods such as machine learning or visual data exploration into scientific practice of Earth and
Environmental scientists and thus expands and enhances traditional analytical procedures. On the
other hand, Digital Earth is also a Research Project within the field of Data Science: Research is
necessary to tailor and enhance existing methods to the specific requirements resulting from the
3

http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/; SDGs 1) No Poverty, 2) Zero Hunger, 3)
Good Health and Well-Being; 4) Quality Education; 5) Gender Equality; 6) Clean Water and Sanitation; 7) Affordable and
Clean Energy; 8) Decent Work and Economy Growth; 9) Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure; 10) Reduce Inequalities;
11) Sustainable Cities and Communities; 12) Responsible Consumption an Production; 13) Climate Action; 14) Life Below
Water; 15) Life on Land; 16) Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions; 17) Partnership for the Goals; bold SDGs link to Earth
Sciences and the E&E Grand Challenges.
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concrete application fields in Earth Science. Bundle Data Science methods in extendable and
maintainable scientific workflows that enable natural scientists, to work on the below-mentioned
objectives is the final outcome of Digital Earth.











Data Exploration: provide means for automated/manual exploration and analyses of
data using visual and computational tools and algorithms as part of offline and
(near)real-time studies
Data-Gap Closing: adopt and develop workflows and methods for optimizing
observation strategies (sensor layouts, sample rates, parameters needed) using
machine learning and visual tools
Data Quality/Uncertainty: establish and agree on a practical data flow from sensor
into data bases with data pre-processing (QC/QA; (near) real-time) making
uncertainty considerations possible
Data Interpolation: develop generic workflows for extrapolation of single-point
single-time measurements in space and time using machine learning methods
Data Mismatch Reduction: overcome mismatches between bottom-up/top-down
budget/flux approaches by linking observational data with modelled data in a nested
approach
Data to Proxy: develop/determine new proxies using machine learning and visual
data exploration and employ these methods to evaluate the performance of
existing/new proxies

To develop and provide suitable methods, workflows and tools for the requirements of natural
scientists we apply the concept of scientific workflows. This concept is used in computer science to
bridge and join the different expertise and scientific practise from application domains, such as
natural science, and data/computer science to support a systematic and well-structured process for
designing workflows on several levels (Cerezo and Montagnat 2011): The first level describes the
scientists’ view, it is the conceptual workflow containing the scientists’ knowledge-creation process,
and how the different analytical steps are performed (Figure 2). The second more abstract level
focuses on the methodical workflow: What methods have to be selected, adapted and combined to
support the conceptual workflow? The third level concentrates on the computational infrastructure:
What type of infrastructure is required to implement and provide the methods and workflows as
executable tools?
Digital Earth will develop workflows along all three levels as they need tightly interlinked. The
result of Digital Earth will be a number of enhanced scientific workflows that integrate data science
methods on the conceptual and methodical level, and enable their seamless execution on the
computational level. The workflows will support and improve how natural scientists deal with the
Earth Scientific challenges specified in the research tasks and Show Cases and the results they
achieve. On the one hand we will use the workflows, methods and tools to improve our capabilities
in working with existing/available data sets for an integrative/holistic Earth System understanding.
On the other hand, data acquisition itself will be made more targeted through developing a better
informed design for monitoring strategies and supporting ad-hoc changes in monitoring-layouts
(sensor distribution) or sampling intervals that makes (near) real-time adaptive monitoring possible.
To achieve this, the above mentioned objectives have been formulated and drive the work outlined
in the tasks of the different Work Packages (WPs, see Chapter 3).
4
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Figure 2: Scientific workflows have to be
described on several levels: the conceptual,
methodical, and computational level. These
levels are interrelated and have to be bridged
and transformed a) to make sure that the
conceptual level is supported appropriately
by the following ones, or b) change the
conceptual workflow by providing novel
options to the methodical and computational
level.

2.1.2 Earth Science challenges
On the Earth understanding level, we identified a number of generic research challenges at
different spatial and temporal scales. These are commonly addressed by a multitude of different
disciplines and thus establish an overarching/generic research portfolio for the project phase. The
following research objectives will be investigated and are closely linked to the Data Science
objectives from above:





Determine local fluxes within compartments and across compartment interfaces
Identify and evaluate external and internal forcing on sources and sinks
Interpolate and extrapolate local fluxes in space and time
Close budget gaps between top-down and bottom-up approaches.

Fluxes can be seen as both energy and matter transport between compartments which can be
either complete earth spheres as the ocean, the atmosphere or land, or smaller sub-systems, for
example nutrient fluxes between water layers in a stratified lake or the flux of anthropogenic
contaminants into the food chain (e.g. TNT from WWII munition into mussels, fish, humans =>
UDEMM4). All these fluxes are driven by internal and external forces such as physical conditions
(temperature and pressure) and concentration differences. These forces are linked to seasonal (e.g.
ice cover, albedo) and/or daily changes (e.g. tides, light), local conditions such as wind, precipitation,
sediment permeability as well as biochemical reactions that interfere with/drive the generation or
decomposition of the flux substance itself. Accurate flux studies can frequently only be performed on
small spatial scales for short time periods. Power supply, data transfer and the deployment of the
experiments themselves (e.g. in deep oceans, the earth crust, remote places) hamper large-scale and
long-term observations. To overcome this problem, mobile and stationary monitoring systems have
been implemented and are being developed, but mankind will never be able to measure ‘everything
everywhere and at every time’. Thus the interpolation and extrapolation of measured short-term
fluxes are essential for increasing our knowledge from local to regional and global scales and from
the time slice of the observation into the past and future with the necessary resolution. One
common approach to gain large-scale flux data sets is to use remote-sensing techniques that cover
the entire area, but typically lack resolution for the much smaller and often transient source/sink
fluxes. Budget comparisons between bottom-up (up-scaling of few localised very precise
4
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measurements) and top-down approaches (down-scaling of derived fluxes from low resolution
remotely sensed properties) often yield a mismatch. Digital Earth will tackle these issues.
We focus on two Exemplary Show Cases (Chapter 5.4) to develop, test and iterate our
methodologies. The Show Cases comprise a high degree on complexity within the data; they link
different earth compartments, cover large spatial and temporal ranges and involve a multitude of
scientific disciplines. We believe they are good test cases for the development of generic and multipurpose methods, workflows and tools. The two Show Cases focus on methane and related
atmospheric interactions in northern Germany and the North Sea region and on extreme weather
events causing flooding along the Elbe River. Due to their complexity the Show Cases are extra
detailed in Chapter 5.4.
2.1.3 Collaboration and knowledge exchange approach
From the start, Digital Earth will consider and enable the combined analyses of observational
data and simulated data from modelling to enhance the understanding of the Earth System. To
strengthen these efforts, a further strategic project objective is to integrate additional expertise
from outside the Helmholtz Association, through active involvement during the 3-year project phase
and beyond. These Collaboration Objectives are:







Expert Involvement: Involve external expertise for specific scientific
topics/disciplines and establish links to similar projects and initiatives within and
outside the Helmholtz Association
Future Generation Recruitment: Engage the next generation of researchers that
work as bridges between Data Science and Natural Science
Thematic Seed Group establishment: Establish Seed Groups for Earth Monitoring,
Data Flow, Data Exploration, Data Management/Infrastructure and Software
Architecture-Concepts that are open to external experts and aiming for a joint
continuation in PoF-IV (see WP3)
Knowledge Exchange and Transfer: Consider future applications and abilities of nonexpert stakeholders that can beneficially use the results (workflows, software tools)
from Digital Earth.

2.1.4 Project structure
The Project structure follows the common practise of H2020 and similar large projects, defining
work packages (WPs) and tasks. In Digital Earth, we defined five work packages; their detailed
content with respective tasks, milestones and deliverables is presented in Chapter 3. Below they are
briefly summarised and illustrated in Figure 3.
WP1: SMART5 Monitoring Designs deals with advancing monitoring strategies by using
methodologies of WP2 to e.g. detect observational gaps and refine sensor layouts to allow better
and statistically robust extrapolation. Possibilities to include opportunistic sensors, i.e. devices
operated for other purposes but providing useful observations will be investigated. This WP will
5

The term SMART Monitoring has been chosen to highlight that traditional monitoring has to advance in such a way that
the data flow from individual sensors in multiple observatories via data bases to the scientist is made possible (effortless)
and allows automated (machine learning) and near real-time interactive data analyses/exploration. Analyses include e.g.
the detection of malfunctioning sensors or the identifications of trends, outliers or events in time series. Such an
advancement in monitoring will help to better adjust sensor settings and monitoring strategies in time and space in an
iterative feedback of a ‘smart’ monitoring. Furthermore measured parameters and their values need to be specific,
measurable, accepted, relevant, and trackable (SMART) for a sustainable use as data.
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provide (near-) real-time data that need to be quality control/assured (QC/QA methods from WP2)
and processed for e.g. rapid data exploration aiming at event detection through visual and
computational methodologies (WP2) for an adaptive monitoring. WP1 will define the demands of
the natural science community towards the data science tasks of WP2.
WP2: Data Exploration Framework will provide qualified data coming from different sources. It
tailors available computational (e.g. machine learning) and visual methods to explore and analyse
multi-parameter data generated through monitoring efforts defined in WP1 by establishing generic
workflows and methods and test their operationalized usability. With computational and visual
means this WP aims at e.g. finding relationships in data and develop new proxies for difficult to
measure parameters and derive parametrizations for extrapolating variability in space and time. WP2
will provide the discussion forum between natural scientist and data scientist, with WP3 establishing
and supporting sustainable collaboration.
WP3: Sustainable Collaboration is the backbone for governance decisions (infrastructure use and
data policies) during the project phase and beyond. It develops the links to external partners and
between E&E centres through the Thematic Seed Groups. It will embed the Digital Earth idea in the
next PoF-IV phase aiming at long-term and growing continuation.

Figure 3: Project WP structure with the three main work packages WP1 – 3 that we anticipate to be
continued in PoF-IV establishing a close cooperation with external partners and between the E&E
centres. Thematic Seed Groups that will grow into Core Groups in which the needs and the success
of Data Science within the Earth Sciences are constantly iterated.

WP4: Success Evaluation will critically evaluate the successful development/adoption and
implementation of the SMART Monitoring and Data Exploration workflows of WP1 and WP2 within
the scientific groups and centres. WP4 will define evaluation criteria at the beginning to measure the
impact of WP1 and WP2 results on the natural science studies that are part of the two Show Cases.
Evaluation results will be used to advance future collaboration and trigger further developments that
will be promoted through WP3.
WP5: Project Management will administratively manage the project; establish a Scientific
Advisory Board, plan meetings, symposia and a summer school.
7
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2.2 Key Competences and Synergies
The eight E&E centres involved are active across the entire range of Earth Sciences related
disciplines and work in all compartments of the Earth System. All centres perform science on the
highest international level (see below and CVs in Chapter 5.8), the leading roles in international large
projects, the success in securing third party funding and by successfully applying for prestigious
individual grants and prize awards (please request recent PoF-III evaluation reports for more details).
Thus the project partners have proven to be well suited to integrate competences and perform
studies within all Earth Systems or sub-systems and across compartment interfaces. The specific
competences of the centres, also with respect to the two Show Cases are detailed in Chapter 5.3 and
5.4, respectively.
All centres run distributed or centralized long-term monitoring stations on national (e.g. TERENO,
COSYNA, Boknis Eck, Helgoland MarGate, KIT-Cube)6 and international level (e.g. Neumeyer Station,
Cape Verdes Ocean Observatory, GEOFON, FRAM, Grace). All participate in international research
infrastructures (IAGOS, ARGO, EMSO, ICOS, LTER, EPOS) and are extremely active in acquiring new
data as part of their PoF Programmes and third-party funded projects. Digital Earth partners are thus
very competent in rapidly evaluating data quality (e.g. Devaraju et al. 2015, Petzold et al. 2015), link
multi-parameter data sets on different time scales (Schultz et al., 2017) and comparing field and
model data on different spatial scales (Motovilov 2016). The partners are actively involved in
acquiring new data relevant to the two Show Cases as part of ongoing POF-III studies (e.g. KIT-Cube,
SPATE), the infrastructure and monitoring projects MOSES, COSYNA, or third-party funded projects
(e.g. STEMM-CCS, CoMeth, DFG-IMAP). Thus world leading expertise exists within E&E with respect
to set-up, run, maintain own as well as contribute to international observatories. Together with our
competences of short term field campaigns this builds a very solid foundation for the tasks put
forward in WP1 SMART Monitoring Designs.
Next to this world class scientific know-how, together the centres hold a substantial amount of
relevant data that in their complexity and volume are among the world leading Earth System data
sets. Some centres maintain large data management infrastructures, e.g. Helmholtz Data
Federation, as data bases and archives (JOIN, JADDS, PANGAEA) and all centres run project data
bases locally, using/developing SQL based software and OGC tools for data catalogues and
visualisation following INSPIRE, ISO19115/39, OGC CSW and SWE standards for metadata description.
Thus problems and requirements for data access are well known and capacities enabling distributed
data exploitation exist. Centres already cooperate in joint data management efforts e.g. as part of
TERENO, eLTER or MOSES as well as dedicated approaches e.g. for marine data management
(MaNIDA for integrated data access to marine research data: AWI, GEOMAR, HZG). Within Digital
Earth, we focus on methodologies and tools for data exploration and will establish a few data set
collections; competences, infrastructure and services to do so exist already at AWI and FZJ. These will
serve as backbone, using international standards, including existing vocabularies and ontologies, for
data services, to be extended by Digital Earth specific tools for working with shared data
collaboratively across centres. All centres contribute to World Data Centres (e.g. WDC-Climate, ESGF,
WDC-ReactiveGases and WDC-Aerosols) and thus have access to and used long time series on a
regular base. This knowledge is the back bone for our efforts in WP2, Task 2.2 Data Provision and
WP3 Sustainable Collaboration.
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Some centres are advancing visualization and visual analytics capacities (e.g. UFZ, FZJ, GFZ,HZG)
by using a broad range of standards (ISO, OGC, INSPIRE), interfaces and commonly used software
packages in natural sciences (R, R-Shiny, MATLAB, GMT, SAGA, PYTHON, JAVA, ...). Namely, the
Geoinformatics group and Data Science Center at GFZ for example contribute computer scientists in
visual data exploration, data mining, and machine learning. The Environmental Informatics group at
UFZ supports with expertise in sustainable, object-oriented, open-source software development and
3D-visualization of scientific data. FZJ is very active in the field of distributed data infrastructures,
automated data collection, processing and quality control/quality assessment. HZG-GERICS
developed e.g. user interfaces as part of the finished EU projects IMPACT2C and CLIPC, and currently
in Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S) and will apply this competence within the project. Other
centres also develop novel visual data exploration approaches (Unger et. al. 2017, Sips et. al 2012,
2016, Köthur et. al. 2014 a, 2015, Dransch et. al. 2010) and related software tools (e.g. Urban et al.
2016; Veloso et al., 2015; De Lucia et al. 2015; Kossel et al., 2013; Unger et. al. 2012; Greinert and
McGinnis, 2009; Pfeifer et al., 2015). Furthermore, the centres have solid know-how in
computational analytics and data mining/machine learning, e.g. for automated data processing
modules for 4-D gridded data sets and the optimization of performance and scalability of model code
and simulation processes on high performance computers (e.g. parallelized model code by using MPI
- library on parallel computing architecture) and other smaller and larger applications (Scharwächter
et. al. 2016; Aksehirli 2015, Köthur et. al. 2014 b, Georgii et al. 2011, Slawski et al. 2010, Beatson et
al. 2011) and apply (Alevizos et al., 2015, 2017, Agarwa et. al. 2017, Conticelli 2017, Kreibich et al.
2017, Sieg et al. 2017, Seibert et.al. 2107, Endesfelder et al. 2016, Schröter et al. 2014, Merz et al.
2013, Müller et al. 2013). These competences set the bases for WP2 Data Exploration Framework.
Because of the solid knowledge and data available, the Digital Earth project has the necessary
competence and data resources to advance Earth System related Data Science during the project
phase and build strong ties for a long lasting collaborations.

2.3 Alignment with the strategies of the research field and contribution to
PoF-IV
Digital Earth fits very well into the future directions and initiatives within the Helmholtz
Association and was initiated in line with the strategic developments of the Research Field Earth &
Environment. Currently, the Helmholtz Association strongly supports Data Science within the
strategic focus field ‘Future Research’ of the Initiative and Networking Fund. This proposal was
initially submitted for the second ‘Future Research’ call and developed in parallel to the Helmholtz
Incubator initiative for Information and Data Science. Digital Earth seeks links to these parallel
projects, and principal investigators are actively involved in Incubator projects. Moreover,
cooperation will be established with initiatives for ‘Machine Learning’, ‘Helmholtz Meta Data and
Knowledge Systems’, ‘Imaging’ and ‘Helmholtz Data Science & Technology Stack’. Further, the E&E
partners are already actively discussing possibilities for establishing a Digital Earth Research School
within the frame of the ‘Helmholtz Information & Data Science Academy’, and the project itself
builds a test case for the Helmholtz Data Federation (HDF).
Digital Earth will support the overarching scientific mission of the Research Field by advancing
Data Science with respect to the four overarching Grand Challenges Climate, Resources, Ecosystem
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Dynamics and Biodiversity, Natural Hazards7; it is one of three pillars linking all eight E&E centres.
Next to the infrastructure MOSES8 and the Earth System Modelling project ESM9, Digital Earth has
been initiated to promote cooperation between the E&E centres and to adapt to a long-term
strategy for establishing integrated observation systems and provision of services that overcomes the
existing compartment-focussed view on the Earth System. Complementary to the Earth System
Modelling approach, Digital Earth will foster integration and exploration of observational data and
instigate a direct (near real-time) analysis of observational data to modify and adjust field data
acquisition. Strengthening such an integrating research approach, the Helmholtz Association with its
world-leading observatories will be even better prepared to become a key contributor to other
national or international initiatives, e.g. Copernicus or the European Open Science Cloud, to name
only two. The project will exploit the full potential of the E&E centres, starting at the point of data
acquisition and ending with new generated knowledge. Digital Earth shares commonalities with
MOSES and ESM; the Show Case ‘Flood’ has its MOSES counterpart in the ‘Event-Chain – Hydrological
Extremes’, the scientific topic of the ‘Methane’ Show Case is linked to the ‘Event Chain – Permafrost
Thaw’. MOSES is currently developing data management concepts for all E&E centres; Digital Earth
will build on these efforts, keeping its own data management ambitions to a minimum. Similarly,
Frontier Simulations as part of ESM will be used to address some of the objectives of Digital Earth
that are linked to both Show Cases.
Regarding the ongoing discussions on the design of the PoF-IV phase, Digital Earth sees itself as
the knowledge hub of the Research Field with respect to joint Data Science ambitions. We will
established Thematic Seed Groups to advise on and design Data Science strategies and their
implementation for the PoF-IV. Within Pof-IV they will continue working to develop from Seed
Groups into Core Groups, establishing common contact and knowledge hubs and the Digital Earth
Data Science approach becoming a common Work Package for all PoF-IV topics.

2.4 Landscape analyses
As outlined above, Digital Earth connects multi-facet discipline-expertise of all earth
compartments with extensive data deposits and state-of-the-art observatories with Data Science
approaches for a better data exploration and Earth System understanding by also advancing data
acquisition. As outlined in Chapter 2.2, the research Field Earth and Environment is in a unique
position to have all the required expertise, infrastructure, data, and data acquisition capabilities at
hand for this integrative approach. As Digital Earth is part of the long-term strategy of E&E and will
be implemented on PoF-IV, sustainable developments, support for international cooperation as well
as maintenance of software products is secured. The Digital Earth efforts are in line with current
European and international activities in response to the challenges of data driven research in
pursuing excellent science. The underlying data culture will enable long-term reuse of data for
science and for innovation of data created by research activities:


The INSPIRE Directive aims to create a European Union spatial data infrastructure for the
purposes of EU environmental policies or activities. This infrastructure will enable sharing of
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environmental spatial information among public sector organisations, facilitate public
access to spatial information across Europe and assist in policy-making across boundaries.
FAIR data governance refers to the four foundational principles—Findability, Accessibility,
Interoperability, and Reusability. These principles are also laid down in the European Open
Science Cloud (EOSC) Declaration from 10 July 2017.
Digital Earth will organize efforts along these commonly agreed lines so that the resulting
products and services are compliant with the architecture of the future EOSC.
Potential contributions from existing e-Infrastructures such as EUDAT will be analysed in
terms of usability and practicability for Digital Earth applications.

Activities aiming at similar directions have been developed at NASA (e.g. the NASA webpage
EarthData10 which contains an extensive list of existing tools/software for data processing) and CSIRO
(CSIRO Data6111) Australia’s data innovation network and Radiant.Earth, the Earth imagery platform
for impact, have announced recently that they will be partner to develop joint research into satellite
imagery and earth observation data for disaster resilience, in areas such as human disaster
management, health, climate change and sustainable water management). Whereas the German
Ministry for Education and Research (BMBF) is funding two competence centres and ten research
projects on efficient big data architectures, big data lifecycle management and machine learning
aspects, Digital Earth will reflect these efforts and add its specific focus on the application for
environmental data. In that respect, Digital Earth earns its unique place in this landscape by
combining explorative data aspects with SMART Monitoring concepts. Digital Earth will become an
integral part of this international landscape since its partners are already connected in numerous
ways to the above-mentioned research initiatives. We see this connection and co-existence of similar
efforts as a strong advantage and are aiming for interaction and knowledge exchange between the
projects to make the research effort as efficient as possible for all concerned.

3. Work packages
Based on the outlined objectives of the projects and related demands towards a better integrated
Earth Science in a digitized research environment (Chapter 2) five work packages have been defined
and are detailed below. To test and demonstrate the potential of Digital Earth methods for SMART
Monitoring Designs (WP1) and a Data Exploration Framework (WP2) within a Sustainable
Collaboration (WP3) scientific Show Cases are needed12. We defined two Show Cases (A and B; see
Chapter 5.4) that integrate geosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere, atmosphere and anthroposphere
preliminary on a regional scale (Germany and North Sea). They allow testing algorithms for (near)
real-time data pre-processing, data flow from sensors/field campaigns into data bases as well as
(near) real-time data visualization and data integration for an adaptive monitoring during already
10
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The choice for these two Show Cases is based on 1) pragmatic decisions (significant amount of existing data, ‘continuous’
flow of new data and the possibility to test Digital Earth strategies as part of ongoing activities outside Digital Earth;); 2) the
wish to explore scientific questions across the geosphere, hydrosphere and atmosphere; 3) the aim of targeting complex
scenarios with a huge variety of information that is irregularly distributed in space and time with different data-structures, uncertainties and -formats and 4) the involvement of all natural science disciplines and includes a large list of commonly
used sensor systems allowing a quick adaptation to other Use Cases and research questions.
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planned field campaigns. Thematically both Show Cases address “Drivers and Consequences of
Global Change” - as one of the Grand Challenges of the Research Field E&E - and determine the
overarching requirements for the SMART Monitoring Designs and Data Exploration Framework work
packages. Following we exemplarily explain a potential workflow for two of the objectives mentioned
in Chapter 2.1, ‘Data to Proxy’ and ‘Data Exploration’ to briefly highlight the complexities that we
might envision and how we want to deal with them.
For the ‘Data to Proxy’ objective we envision to enable scientists to determine proxies from
simulation models as input parameter for SMART Monitoring. In Show Case A “Methane” it will be
proxies replacing methane as precursor for ozone increase in the atmosphere. Here, the proxies are
relationships between chemical elements that are being involved or created during the chemical
transformation from methane into ozone such as nitrogen oxide and formaldehyde. A hypothetical
result could be: When the relationship between formaldehyde and nitrogen oxide is larger 12 the
daily maximum of ozone will be increase about factor 2 in the further downdraft. The concrete data
to derive proxies comes from global atmosphere-chemistry simulation models with different
parametrizations. Respective 3D grid data representing meteorological parameters and chemical
trace gases with a temporal resolution of one hour exists at KIT. Digital Earth will develop a scientific
workflow consisting of machine learning component to determine proxies and a visual exploration
component to enable natural scientists to assess the results from machine learning according to their
chemical and physical expert knowledge. We will conduct a design study for requirement analyses
and the tailoring of machine learning and visual exploration approaches.
The other objective example for ‘Data Exploration’ is about the fundamental interest of earth
scientists to link and analyze data jointly to study process dynamics such as runoff generation during
flood events as in Show Case B. The scientifically driving question would be: “Can we identify and
predict hotspot areas in large catchments, and the circumstances under which thresholds in water
storage or shifts in runoff generation cause runoff coefficients to suddenly increase?” Extreme floods
can be generated by sudden increases in direct runoff when large quantities of water are released
from the catchment during a flood event. Event runoff coefficients of such events are often much
larger than the runoff coefficients that are observed during ‘normal’ floods. Although the causes of
this threshold behavior are known in principle, it is still unknown which sub-areas in large
catchments show this threshold behavior and under which region-specific circumstances. To answer
the above question following data have to be combined: Long-term observational data from
streamflow data (from different agencies), climate data from the German Weather Service; nearsurface soil moisture from satellite missions such as ESA’s SMOS (Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity);
outputs from simulation models and data analyses (e.g. flood frequency curves for sub-catchments
of the Elbe River basin); and finally typology of past flood events (e.g. long-duration rainfall flood,
rain-on-snow flood). Additionally near-real time data/information needs to be integrated as e.g.
forecast products from international and national centers (ECMWF, DWD, state flood forecasting
centers), such as precipitation, temperature, streamflow, output from simulation models run by the
Helmholtz centers (e.g. Regional Flood Model at GFZ, Mesoscale Hydrologic Model at UFZ) with data
from ad-hoc sensor networks provided e.g. by MOSES campaigns. The workflows should enable to
analyze the large variety of data in near-real time as soon as new information is integrated and
feedback into the monitoring campaigns for an even SMARTer Monitoring Design. A successful
implementation will allow for updating data bases and derived results in short time which will
support identifying/predicting hotspots of flood runoff generation during the time of the event by
scientists and stakeholders alike. Among others, answers could be given to: Which areas are the
12
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hotspots of flood runoff generation? How do these hotspots develop in space and time? Or: What
are the underlying causes for threshold behavior in runoff generation? These topics for which we aim
to develop workflows in Digital Earth are only two possible scenarios. Chapter 5.4 gives much more
detailed information about the Show Cases, highlighting their complexity in sub-system interaction,
scales and data needed. Describing the Show Cases properly required some space and we decided to
move this section in the Appendix Chapter 5.

3.1 WP1 SMART Monitoring Designs
Centre
IVF FTEs/yr
In-kind FTEs/yr
Total

AWI
0.1
0.7
0.8

FZJ
0.4
0.6
1

GEOMAR
1
0.63
1.63

GFZ
1
0.75
1.75

HMGU
0.3
0.3

HZG
0.33
0.34
0.67

KIT
0.75
1
1.75

UFZ
1
0.75
1.75

As illustrated by the two Show Cases (Chapter 5.4), observations and monitoring of earth systems
across compartments is facing several challenges. One major challenge is the trade-off between
intended spatial coverage (e.g. regional scale) and resolution required for the investigation of specific
process as e.g. limited accessibility (e.g. subsurface in geosystems or the deep ocean) or a spatially
continuous characterization of relevant system parameters (e.g. soil moisture and permeability) are
often hampered. Indirect measurements and the use of proxies might overcome some of the
problems detailed within the Show Cases but often suffer from site specific suitability. In WP1 we
therefore aim to explore and develop suitable frameworks for selecting and further developing
appropriate tools and put them in an adaptable scientific workflow (see WP2) by combining methods
and tools for ground-truthing of proxies and for the investigation of Earth (Sub)-Systems.
Monitoring ideas have been investigated on national, European and international levels for
decades in various projects which, however, mainly focus(ed) on specific compartments (e.g.
ESONET, EMSO, FIXO3, COSYNA, FRAM, IAGOS, or Oceans 2.0 from Ocean Networks Canada) and/or
science discipline - or technology-specific efforts. Only few are designed to function across
compartments such as e.g. ENVRI+, ICOS, TERENO. The concept of Digital Earth is to make monitoring
designs and sensor layouts smarter: e.g. improving the observation efficiency of an environmental
measurement-system by on-site/real-time data processing enabling easy interaction between
measurements and data analysis and/or integrating opportunistic sensors like Commercial
Microwave Link networks (CMLs), which can provide countrywide rainfall estimates in real-time
(Chwala et al. 2016).
We propose an integrative hierarchic monitoring concept in which methods and technologies
from different disciplines (chemistry, hydrogeology, hydrometeorology, geophysics, or biology) will
be either combined or used complementary. This hierarchical approach in which methods range from
remote sensing over regional measurements to local in-situ measurements will allow a consistent
coverage on large spatial scales without compromising spatial and temporal resolution (Figure 4).
This approach is needed for the investigation of the CH4 degassing in the North Sea as in Show Case A
as well as the monitoring of soil moisture in Show Case B.
To address the challenges that will arise when combining measurements from terrestrial, oceanic
and atmospheric monitoring stations or short-term field campaigns, four tasks have been defined in
WP1. The base for the hierarchic monitoring concept is a profound understanding of available
technologies and their applicability under different environmental and technological conditions and
13
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considering reliability and accuracy of the acquired data (QC/QA => Task 2.2). Thus mapping and
monitoring systems will be analyzed within Task 1.1 and attention will be given to evaluate the intercomparison of different sensors (e.g. between CML-, Radar- and gauge derived precipitation). Task
1.2 focuses on the Data-Flow from sensor to archives which is an essential prerequisite for efficient
data analysis (fast evaluation of quality controlled data) and the effective combination of
measurement technologies. The challenges when combining methods of different spatial and
temporal resolution in the frame of our hierarchic monitoring concept will be addressed in Task 1.3.

Figure 4: The basic approach of the hierarchic concept consists of combing of methods of
different spatial and temporal resolutions a) for an adaptive monitoring of selected areas b).

Task 1.1 Match monitoring/observation approaches with cross-compartmental needs
[KIT, AWI, FZJ, GEOMAR, GFZ, HZG, UFZ]
The documentation of observable parameters and the characterization of measuring-devices
(reliability, reproducibility and accuracy) are essential for their smart combination to different
investigation/monitoring methods and systems. Parameters as accuracy and indicators for reliability
(e.g. for the identification of sensor drift) need to be part of the input-parameters during data
processing, exploration and analysis within frameworks developed in WP2.
For this purpose we will carry out performance analysis of existing mapping and monitoring
methods by e.g. checking the reliability to derive spatially continuous maps of property values over
large areas (e.g. soil composition, depth of pycnocline). A common problem is that the combination
of neighboring maps or raw scenes from remote sensing shows shifts and discontinuities (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Example for shifts and discontinuities of composite maps. a) Soil map of the catchment of
a water work, based on commercially available data. b) Aerial image with shifts caused by
composition of different photos.
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Similarly data from opportunistic CML sensors contain many artefacts which may introduce
considerable bias. The detection and elimination (minimization) of these artefacts will be addressed
using methods provided by WP2 and mapping layouts with a guided and optimized strategy for e.g.
better overlap planning. Another challenge arises if remote sensing is planned to provide monitoring
information of quantitative reliable data as additional ground-truth measurements for calibration
and validation are necessary. Here benchmark tests are a suitable tool for the evaluation of
reproducibility, reliability and accuracy of data. They allow comparing sensors of the same type or
with different measurement concepts to e.g. determine soil moisture as important parameter in
Show Case B, and inform about uncertainty of the data in a quantitative way.
In Task 1.1 we aim to form profound bases for SMART Monitoring Designs as well as a wellinformed Data Exploration Framework by listing observation parameters and their spatial as well as
temporal representativeness. We will deliver standard operation procedures (SOPs) for
benchmarking of measurements across the different interfaces studied in Show Case A and B and we
will derive recommendations for adjusting current systems/practices for increasing the reliability of
data and the quantification of their uncertainties.
Deliverables
D1.1.1
D1.1.2
Milestones
M1.1.1

List of observation parameters/proxies (KIT/UFZ)
Standard operation procedures for benchmarking of measurements (UFZ)
First benchmarking tests under different environmental conditions (All)

Month
M6
M32
Month
M23

Task 1.2 Improve Data-Flow Framework from Sensor to Data-Exploration
[AWI, FZJ, GEOMAR, GFZ, HZG, UFZ, KIT]
The usefulness of data also depends on how fast they are available for processing and further
interpretation after acquisition as well as on additional information about data acquisition (e.g.
sensor calibration, sensor accuracy, operation parameters). This is of particular relevance when
different measurement technologies need to be combined in the frame of the hierarchical
monitoring concept. Real-time data availability allows an adaptive adjustment of monitoring target
parameters and the best location for data acquisition. Again soil moisture could serve as one
example parameter that is ideally placed based on indirect, spatial continuous remote sensing
information or ground based geophysical surveys in case of strong precipitation events or after
flooding. For evaluating the usefulness of the indirect remote sensing methods, their operation
parameters e.g. frequency and sensor orientation need to be considered during the decision
workflow. A significant improvement could be reached by standardizing and automating the data
flow from the sensor into the exploration environment, and simultaneously enrich the data with
additional metadata information about e.g. data acquisition parameters or local settings. To validate
the robustness of a data flow framework, we will use field campaigns in the two Show Cases. We will
validate capabilities in regards to dynamically schedule sensors and their parametrization. As result
we will deliver generalized concepts and standards for the embedding of sensors in SMART
Monitoring Design as well as in a Data Exploration Framework (-> close link to Tasks 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4).
Deliverables
D1.2.1
D1.2.2

Month
Data and data products (e.g. acquisition of CML attenuation for countrywide
precipitation estimation) provided (All)
Pre-operational, documented Data-Flow Framework system established (AWI)

M12
M18
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D1.2.3
Milestones
M1.2.1
M1.2.2

Final set of concepts, standards and algorithms for data flow from sensor to archive
compiled and documented (AWI)
Initial set of concepts, standards and algorithms analysed and selected (UFZ)
First series tests under real field conditions finalized (ALL)

M32
Month
M11
M23

Task 1.3 Close data gaps and optimize data acquisition for adaptive hierarchical monitoring
[UFZ, AWI, FZJ, GEOMAR, GFZ, HMGU, HZG, KIT]
As it will be exemplary addressed by the Show Cases, monitoring of areas with a size of several
1.000 km2 is a great challenge in earth and environmental science. Such large area can only be
covered with remote sensing methods which suffer from limited investigation/penetration depth
(soil moisture only represents less than a few centimeters) and from the fact that the measured data
are often indirect or ambiguously linked to the target parameter. As an example, mapping soil
moisture by satellite remote sensing often bases on the measured brightness temperature. The
suitability of converting brightness temperature into soil moisture depends on the area specific
parameters (e.g. vegetation and soil material) and their validated spatial extend. In contrast,
methods for directly measuring target parameter can only be applied within small areas and often
only at selected points in an economically feasible manner. If the monitoring of processes requires
also the investigation below ground or the sea surface, further technologies as e.g. ground based
FTIR for gas analyses on land or AUV-based photomosaics in the deep sea (Schoening et al. 2017) can
bridge scale gaps between remote sensing and the direct measurement technologies.
A successful monitoring concept requires a smart combination of different technologies. Using the
results of the analysis of current mapping and monitoring methods (Task 1.1) and collaborative
discussions with Data Scientists (Task 2.1), the workflows and methods developed within the Data
Exploration Framework will be used for defining the spatial and temporal layout of comprehensive
monitoring. Information gathered with methods covering larger areas will be used to identify
transects or patches suitable for a more detailed investigation with small-scale methodologies. In this
selection process information about field conditions, accessibility of measurement points as well as
availability of equipment and (short-term) transportation must be taken into account. Besides the
problem of spatial and temporal coverage, the site specific suitability of measured parameters as a
proxy for the target parameter must be proven or determined. This requires a close interaction
between data exploration and field investigations. Within the two Show Cases, we will develop and
test guidelines and workflows for the implementation of such hierarchical monitoring concepts. As
an example in Show Case B we will demonstrate how the reliability of soil moisture monitoring can
be improved by area specific combination of different satellite data as well as the hierarchical
combination of remote sensing, ground based geophysics and direct soil moisture measurement with
adhoc wireless sensor networks.
Deliverables
D1.3.1
Milestones
M1.3.1
M1.3.2

Guidelines implementation of hierarchical monitoring concepts (UFZ)
Workshop about challenges and opportunities for hierarchical monitoring concepts
(GEOMAR/UFZ)
Workshop on the experiences with implementation of hierarchical monitoring
concepts (GEOMAR/UFZ)

Month
M32
Month
M6
M24
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3.2 WP2 Data Exploration Framework
Centre
IVF FTEs/yr
In-kind FTEs/yr
Total

AWI
1.8
1.3
3.1

FZJ
1.04
1.3
2.34

GEOMAR
1
0.88
1.88

GFZ
1.25
1
2.25

HMGU
0.7
0.5
1.2

HZG
1.47
0.63
2.1

KIT
0.75
0.33
1.08

UFZ
1
0.25
1.25

WP2 will address challenges related to data provision and data analysis. As illustrated in the two
Show Cases approaches are required e.g. to access quality controlled real-time data, to close data
gaps, to upscale data, or to combine data that have a large variety in spatial and temporal scale. The
strategy of WP2 is to meet the requirements via designing methods and workflows that enable
natural scientists to make use of streamlined data flows as well as tailored visual data exploration
and machine learning approaches. WP2 follows the concept of scientific workflows (Chapter 2.1). To
specify the requirements from natural science, scientific workflows are modelled on the conceptual
level and options for improvement by data science methods are defined (Task 2.1). Selection,
combination and enhancement of suitable methods (as workflow components) are further tasks of
WP2. This will streamline the heterogeneous data flow from sensors to archives and the automated
data quality control and assurance (Task 2.2). It also involves the linking of effective visualization and
interaction methods for data exploration approaches (Task 2.3), and tailoring machine learning
methods to user specific requirements (Task 2.4). The methods and workflows will be developed
according to the principles of agile software development (Shore and Warden 2008) where
requirements and solutions evolve through the collaborative effort of interdisciplinary teams. It
advocates adaptive planning, evolutionary development, early delivery, and continuous
improvement. This will happen throughout the whole project phase and later in PoF IV through the
established Seed Groups (see WP3). The workflows will be implemented within a Helmholtz Earth
and Environment wide computational infrastructure that is thought of in Task 3.4 "Software
Architecture-Concept" and that for the time of the project will be implemented through the work
done in Task 2.2 to 2.4.

Task 2.1 Discus workflows, practices, demands and solutions
[GFZ, AWI, FZJ, GEOMAR, HMGU, HZG, KIT, UFZ]
Scientific workflows have been addressed and developed during the last years as tools to model
and implement “in-silico” experiments (in-silico: carried out at using computers; Cerezo et al. 2013).
Workflows are mostly described as directed graphs of activities (nodes) and their relations (edges).
Workflows not only provide a description of the scientific working process, but can also serve as a
permanent record of the experiment when coupled with the results and provenance of workflow
runs. Researchers can verify past results by re-running the workflow or by exploring the intermediate
results from past invocations. The same workflow can also be used with new data or modified and
reused for further investigations. We use the workflow approach predominately to model workflows
on the three levels described above (Figure 2), not to automatically execute them. In particular, the
scientist operating along the workflow essentially controls and supervises each step, with
automatization helping to increase efficiency.
One Sub-task (2.1.1) will model the conceptual workflows derived from the two Show Cases,
identify methodical gaps and requirements, and discuss solutions how to close the gaps by suitable
machine learning and visualization methods (-> Task 2.3 and 2.4). In joint discussions between
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natural and data scientists both groups become thoroughly informed about common practices, about
the others capabilities, common strategies as well as practical solutions. These discussions will be
structured according to the method of cognitive task analysis and being performed during the whole
project duration. The Seed Groups (as part of the project team), including the external experts are
involved in this process. As second Sub-task (2.1.2) the machine learning and visualization methods
as well as workflows will be tested and evaluated as part of the Show-Case work and feedback will be
given to natural and data scientists. This process will be structured by the method of agile software
development where requirements and solutions evolve through collaboration. Task 2.1 thus
facilitates cross-discipline communication and directly links to the evaluation Task 4.1 and 4.2 in WP4
(Chapter 3.4).
Deliverables
D2.1.1
D2.1.2
Milestones
M2.1.1
M2.1.2

Model compilation of traditional and enhanced scientific workflows (GFZ)
Report on evaluation results (GFZ)
Methodical gaps are identified (GFZ/HZG)
Suitable methods are identified (GFZ/HZG)

Month
M12, M36
M36
Month
M6, M24
M12, M36

Task 2.2 Data provision and quality
[AWI, FZJ, GEOMAR, GFZ, HMGU, HZG, KIT, UFZ]
Access to data across compartments is a prerequisite for Earth system science with satisfying data
quality measures being essential. This is especially true, when data from various sources are
combined or if data from opportunistic sensors like rainfall information from commercial microwave
links are used. Among the partners and within the Helmholtz Association several projects have been
initialized to make progress in this field. Digital Earth will be a test case for the Helmholtz Data
Federation-Project (HDF) and for data quality procedures. At AWI efforts are made to streamline the
heterogeneous data flow from sensors to archives and data publication including the definition of
basic metadata describing the provenance of data (Koppe et al. 2015, 2017). This framework covers
several standard-based components for semi-automatic data streams and quality flagging,
monitoring solutions, data archiving and publication in data portals. This framework will be extended
during HDF for embedded state-of-the-art user-centric storage and analytic solutions. For example,
the Show-Cases (as part of the related MOSES activities) will describe their sensor platforms in
SONSORML which is managed within a web-service (sensor.awi.de), facilitating automation of data
flows and metadata for interoperability. These approaches will be coupled/integrated with other
data systems by means of standardized interfaces common to all centres (e.g. SOS). We are fully
aware that meta-data standards and their quality is still an issue in the course of provision of
integrated access. We will tackle this by intensively cooperating in the development of common
meta-data fields and how these will be represented in a harmonized way in the object-oriented
software-concept. Source-specific meta-data wrappers needed for ingesting data and their
description into the storage platforms and services will be developed on demand.
Automated quality control and assurance of observation data is a key issue in near real time
applications as well as in long-term data archives. Standardized tools covering a wide range of quality
criteria are being developed based on existing international framework conventions. Pre-existing
tools for analysing aircraft and station data in terrestrial (TERENO, WASCAL, eLTER) and atmospheric
research (e.g. IAGOS: Petzold et al. 2015, TOAR: Schultz et al. 2017) form the basis of method to be
developed in Digital Earth and will be applied to the two Show Cases. As an example, implemented
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methods for continuous data QA/QC check applied to time series recorded in atmospheric research
(IAGOS) include automated spike and noise detection, dynamical range testing, test for invalid
values, test for data stationarity, check of uncertainty, and test for physically reasonable range of
recorded data. A particular challenge is the traceability and documentation of applied QA/QC
procedures. In response to this challenge existing and novel algorithms as well as data reporting and
flagging protocols will be made available to the Digital Earth partnership via unified interfaces.
Task 2.2 will define, specify and collect data from Digital Earth partners for the Show Cases. For
useful data integration it is paramount that the Show Case partners prepare and deliver common
data formats to reduce data integration effort and to care for sustainability. Data formats also cover
data quality basically implemented as quality flags according to defined standards for example from
the COSYNA project. Specific emphasis will be given to the: a) definition and specification for
platforms, devices and sensors, of data products as well as parameters including common data
formats and metadata descriptions, b) alignment of identified data products with existing data flow
components, c) conception and implementation of a cache system supporting standard services, d)
preparation of data for selected standard-based dissemination services, e) trigger for collection and
integration of data and dissemination with selected services and finally f) the demonstration for
integrated data access. Data collected by the partners will be integrated and stored in a cache system
supported by the Helmholtz Data Federation and TERENO. This system will allow users integrated
and seamless access to relevant data and is therefore the baseline for data aggregation. According to
the format of data and data products different standard services can and will be provided. Selected
dissemination services will cover:





Sensor Observation Services (OGC SOS) for numerical near real-time and delayed
mode data with metadata described in SensorML
Web Map Services (OGC WMS) and Web Feature Services (OGC WFS) for georeferenced numerical and raster data
Web Coverage Services (OGC WCS) for raster data
Web Processing Services (OGC WPS) are planned based on the Rasdaman server
which is part of the HDF node at AWI

Deliverables
D2.2.1
D2.2.2
D2.2.3
Milestones
M2.2.1
M2.2.2
M2.2.3
M2.2.4

List of data products (AWI)
Concept of harvesting and data fusion (FZJ)
Code base for standardized QA/QC methods (FZJ)
Definition of standards for data reporting and flagging protocols including
traceability and documentation (AWI)
Data schemata for data fusion implemented (AWI)
Harvesting pipeline implemented (FZJ)
Implementation of standardized QA/QC methods (FZJ)

Month
M6
M12
M36
Month
M12
M23
M26
M36

Task 2.3 Visual data exploration
[GFZ, FZJ, GEOMAR, HMGU, HZG, UFZ]
Visual data exploration is a suitable component in scientific workflows that supports scientists to
gain a comprehensive understanding about their data (Tukey 1977). It utilizes the powerful human
capability for pattern recognition as well as the implicit expert knowledge that cannot be
externalized and formalized. This potential can only be exploited if effective visualizations are
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applied. Visualizations are effective when they are aligned with the data they represent and the
analytical tasks users have to fulfil by means of visualization. A variety of visualization methods have
been developed in cartography and computer science going from common methods such as piecharts or geographical maps to more sophisticated methods like glyphs, tree-maps, or parallelcoordinates. Many are implemented in software packages such as QGIS, Tableau or R. Thus, a large
collection of visualization methods exist to present spatial data (Slocum et. al. 2014), quantitative
data (Tufte 2001), temporal data (Aigner et al. 2011), multi-dimensional data (Dzemyda et al. 2013).
These methods can be combined with various interaction types such as filter or select (Shneiderman
2017), and they can be presented either in single, combined or linked views (Spence 2007). Selecting
and combining visualization methods into effective, user-centred visual data exploration approaches
is the challenge we address. Selection depends on the type of data (Bertin 2010) and the analytical
tasks of the user (Andrienko & Andrienko 2005, Munzner 2014). Some approaches exist to
automatically select effective visualization on the basis of data type (Murray 2016). However no
approaches exist for automatic selection based on data and also user tasks. To investigate and
provide effective visualizations based on both, data type and user tasks, design studies are
performed (Dransch 2010, Sedlmaier 2012, Munzner 2014). Figure 6 shows an effective visualization
approach to support comparison of simulated data and unprecise proxi data for sea level heights.

Figure 6: Example of an interactive visual exploration tool to support scientists validating simulation models
(from Unger et al 2012). Various linked views to the data (K1-K4) allow e.g. to exploring goodness of fit of
observation and simulation data in space (K1) and interactively exploration of observation and simulation data
with respect to different model input parameter values (K2). Others provide frequency distribution (K3a) or
visual comparison of observation and simulation data by optionally overlaying both data (K4).

Task 2.3 will develop approaches for visual data exploration that meet the requirements of the
users who are natural scientists in our context (Task 2.1). To develop such approaches we follow the
principles and methods of design studies that put the users and their analytical tasks into the center
of the visualization design process. Design studies consist of several steps we iteratively run through.
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First we will examine which analytical tasks should be supported by visualization and how the
scientists' conceptual workflows (Task 2.1) can be improved by visualization.
For that reason we investigate the analytical tasks in Sub-task 2.3.1 of what has to be supported
by visualization (e.g.: Identify where are hotspots?). How do hotspots develop in space and time?
How are hotspots correlated with other parameters?). Methods from cognitive task analysis, such as
interviews or think aloud protocols with users, will be applied. Additionally, the data that has to be
visualized are investigated regarding their characteristics (e.g. 3D grid data, discrete temporal data,
multi-parameter data). Based on the users' analytical tasks and data characteristics the data
exploration approach will be developed in Sub-task 2.3.2. Visualization methods are selected
combined and if necessary enhanced (e.g. small multiples, stacked graph, calendar heat maps,
difference map, parallel coordinates, glyphs). The visualization methods will be connected with
interaction techniques that allow for selection, filtering, or brushing of data. Interaction techniques
enable scientists to emphasise data that is characterized by certain features. Presentation concepts
will be defined to support multiple linked views. They allow for looking at a multidimensional data
space consisting of space, time, and several variables (e.g. chemical or physical attributes) from many
perspectives to identify patterns and relationships in the data. As part of Sub-task 2.3.3 the
visualization concept will be evaluated. Evaluation is an integral part of design studies and tests how
the visualization methods/tools support users to fulfil their analytical tasks. Implementing the
visualization concept (Sub-task 2.3.4) follows the agile development method. It starts with Mock-ups
(which are models for design demonstration and evaluation) and will iteratively be implemented as
software components into the computational infrastructure. The specification of software
architecture defined in Task 3.4 guides the implementation. Results of task 2.3 will be concepts
(D2.3.1) and software components (D2.3.2) for visual exploration approaches/tools. Examples for
data exploration approaches/tools that will be developed are: 1) A visual exploration tool combining
various flood-related data to obtain a comprehensive situational picture from different user
perspectives. 2) A data exploration approach combing data mining and visualization to determine
and assess proxis replacing methane derived from simulation models as input for SMART Monitoring
Design.
Deliverables
D2.3.1
D2.3.2
Milestones
M2.3.1
M2.3.2
M2.3.3

Specification of visual exploration concepts (GFZ)
Software components developed based on specification (All)
User tasks and data types identified and described (GFZ/HZG)
First visualization concepts developed (GFZ)
Visualization concepts implemented (GFZ)

Month
M30
M36
Month
M6
M18
M36

Task 2.4 Computational/machine learning data exploration
[HMGU, AWI, FZJ, GEOMAR, GFZ, HZG, UFZ]
Advanced methods from machine learning and data-driven analysis allow supporting knowledge
extraction in scientific workflows in several ways. The ultimate goal of advanced knowledge
extraction through big data analytics is to automate the process of data acquisition, data integration
and pattern recognition towards the aim of automatically extract hypotheses which are based on
patterns found in high-dimensional data. Digital Earth aims to make use of these approaches in order
to raise efficiency in classical scientific workflows in environmental sciences. Clearly, expertise in
machine learning and knowledge discovery already exists at most of the project partners. This
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expertise will be brought together and been extended to achieve the ambitious goals of the project.
Two major focus areas have been identified in the knowledge generation workflow, where
automatization enables natural scientists to reach a higher level of efficiency. First, data acquisition
and integration typically occupies a large amount of time which is not available for active research
anymore. Lack of consistent data descriptions, missing data in spatial or temporal data sets and
inefficient approaches for data synthesis are among the main technical obstacles.
Machine learning can leverage automatization in these steps through automatic harvesting of
available metadata schemes (Kovačević et al. 2011) and collecting data from available sources.
Classical approaches of spatio-temporal data analysis can be applied to identify observation gaps
(Ibrahim & Molenbrghs 2009) and provide suitable prediction for imputation together with
appropriate uncertainty measures (Mariethoz et al. 2012, Koutsoyiannis & Montanari 2007).
Combining ideas from information theory, machine learning can be used to infer proper model
parameters combining data from heterogeneous sources. We aim to adapt algorithms for Bayesian
model inference to derive a high-level model which then will be used for anomaly detection in
spatio-temporal data series and automatic imputation (Chandola at al. 2009). Concrete modules of
anomaly detection and for imputation will be provided which can then be incorporated into
automatic pipelines of data monitoring, and thus lead to smart(er) monitoring. In the opposite
direction, uncertainties being provided through refined knowledge of sensor sensitivities can be
incorporated into Bayesian priors. Realizing Bayesian approaches for prediction within a semisupervised, online-learning scheme - again through providing adequate software modules - will lead
to improved accuracy in monitoring time series over the course of observation.
On other end of the scientific knowledge extraction pipeline lays the challenge to browse through
complex sets of heterogeneous data. Clearly advanced data visualization approaches will be
important to guide the scientist along his journey of data analysis and extraction of hypotheses, or
hypothesis testing (Task 2.3). Above that, advanced data analytics is able to extract knowledge in an
automatized way, allowing the scientist to derive new hypotheses, based on patterns found in highdimensional data sets which have not been part of the conceptual model understanding of the earth
system. There is a plethora of algorithms available which typically have been developed based on
categorized prototype problems of data analysis (e.g. Kriegel et al. 2009, Slawski et al. 2010, SoheilyKhah et al. 2010, Beatson et al. 2011, Georgii et al. 2011). Note that Digital Earth is not a machine
learning project. The goal rather is to provide enabling technologies for natural scientists through
knowledge transfer from advanced data analysis into scientific practice. Hereby, the project partners
will make use of other activities within the centres, the Helmholtz association and their partner
universities, as, e.g. the Helmholtz Incubator on Information & Data Science. Several project partners
are active members of Incubator projects.
Although being highly valuable for method development and method comparisons, such
prototypical problems often lack sufficient overlap with challenges arising in actual scientific use
cases. Therefore, it is important to mingle experimental expertise with knowledge on data analysis in
order to tailor appropriate methods to the given problem at hand. We aim to take uncertainty
information into account as well and consistently carry such information through the whole pipeline
of data analysis. Again, Bayesian versions of pattern recognition algorithms allow to model
uncertainties (Pearl 1988). Appropriate tools will be implemented and modules will be provided to
be incorporated into the semi-automatic analysis pipelines.
Another challenging question comes from the fact that within Digital Earth data at various spatiotemporal scales need to be consistently integrated. While approaches for data aggregation and
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refinement via interpolation/prediction are available (Chilés & Delfiner 1999), we will consider the
problem of implicitly inferring the appropriate scale of data aggregation. Incorporating information
theoretic criteria (such as AKAIKE etc.) will allow determining the best representation of the data
given a research question. This will be achieved through balancing information content of model
description against entropy of the resulting error in estimating the data using the model. The latter
will result from interaction of the user with the tools provided by the Data Exploration Framework.
Estimating entropy in data sets is typically difficult; to circumvent this difficulty, estimates of entropy
contained in various data sets can be obtained using upper bounds which can be computed in an
efficient way (Cover & Thomas 2006). This work will also lead to software components for inference
of resolution which can be used within the Data Exploration Framework. Wherever needed,
wrappers for concrete instances of data and methods will be used to avoid unnecessary
transformation of code. Although Digital Earth primarily is not a software development project,
aspects of quality control and professional software development will be taken into consideration.
Necessary expert input for such issues will also be provided by the Seed Groups. There are several
technologies available (e.g. Docker, Jupyter Notebooks, Git-Repositories, knitr) which can be used as
a basis for implementation and technological implementation. Concrete selections will be made in
alignment with decisions being taken in Task 2.1.
Targeting the two described research foci for data analysis (meta data harvesting and data
analytics), the following sub-tasks can be identified: Sub-task 2.4.1: Developing algorithms for online
inference of model characteristics based on prior knowledge of sensor characteristics, making use of
data streams from networks of observations; Sub-task 2.4.2: Adopting algorithms for anomaly
detection and semi-automatic imputation of sequential data and deriving appropriate quality criteria
(=> Task 2.2); Sub-task 2.4.3: Developing methods for inferring spatio-temporal resolution based on
information criteria; and finally Sub-task 2.4.4: Adopting algorithms for pattern recognition and
knowledge extraction from heterogeneous data tailored to specific scientific workflows.
Deliverable
D2.4.1
D2.4.2
D2.4.3
D2.4.4
Milestone
M2.4.1
M2.4.2
M2.4.3
M2.4.4

Month
M18
M24

Modules of anomaly detection and imputation (HMGU)
Tool for inference of model characteristics (HMGU)
Modules for knowledge extraction being incorporated into Data Exploration Framework
(HMGU)
Component for inference of resolution for Data Exploration Framework (HMGU/UFZ)

M30
M36
Month
M6
M12
M18

Tools for anomaly detection and imputation identified (All)
Prototype for online inference of model characteristics (HMGU)
Tools for knowledge extraction identified (All)
Prototype for algorithms for inference of spatio-temporal resolution identified
(GEOMAR/UFZ/FZJ)

M24

3.3 WP3 Sustainable Collaboration: Governance, agile development
and stakeholder involvement
Centre
IVF FTEs/yr
In-kind FTEs/yr
Total

AWI
0.1
0.37
0.47

FZJ
0.3
0.3
0.6

GEOMAR

GFZ

HMGU

0.46
0.46

0.75
0.75

0.3
0.3

HZG
0.19
0.67
0.86

KIT

UFZ

0.08
0.08

0.33
0.33
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The key strategy in WP 3 is to establish necessary governance structures across the centres that
allow for the exchange of services between the centres, while adopting the same standards, and
allocating new IT-solutions for data management and data science, avoiding double investments and
double efforts. This will make the technical platforms collaborative on the long run (IP-networks,
VPN, authentication AAI, web-service standards, Software as a Service, scalable storage and
processing services). To achieve this we unite developments in Digital Earth with already established
observatories and data infrastructures with their services in terms of data management. Digital Earth
can be seen as a use case in HDF and MOSES data management in parallel. The joint development of
a software-infrastructure for SMART Monitoring Designs and the Data Exploration Framework open
for contributions from all sides comprises a major challenge. For this, common data provision
mechanisms (Task 2.2) are needed and existing data management collaborations (MOSES, TERENO)
need to be adopted in regard of their data formats, existing analysis and quality estimation tools and
software libraries that interface to the data.
Besides integrating Digital Earth in PoF-IV, a strategic goal is to place developments and services
of Digital Earth in the context of the “Nationale Forschungsdateninfrastruktur” (NFDI), i.e. position
Earth System Data Science as a very strong competence of the Helmholtz Research Area E&E.
Another strong point of DE is the involvement of stakeholders (authorities BSH, BfG, BAW, ...) at an
early phase within this WP to give input on our development goals in terms of data products and
services. This will allow to position Digital Earth as a unique collaborative knowledge transfer activity
that contribute to the envisioned Synthesis Platform. On this platform, we envision to connect
stakeholders as data and service providers and as data product users in a bi-directional way.

Figure 7: Link between
Thematic Seed Groups
(SGs) and WP tasks.

We will establish thematic Seed Groups (SG) that will promote all efforts of Digital Earth and
monitoring the requirements for continuity (see a more detailed description in Chapter 5.5).
Speakers of the Seed Groups will be responsible for the communication of Digital Earth aims and
visions with other PoF-IV entities, like speakers of the research topics, ESM, the Synthesis Platform
and the data infrastructure units, as well as with external experts and stakeholders. On project level
the SGs are essential for a stimulating and well informed discussion within and across Tasks (Figure
7). They further contribute to reaching the deliverables and milestones of the project and support
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the information flow to the top-management of the centres 1) on the current state of the project, 2)
on the progress of measures for sustainability in data management and collaboration, 3) on the
contributions of the project towards establishing Data Management/Data Science as a joint activity
in PoF-IV, and 4) on the status and progress of dialogues between Digital Earth and stakeholders.
ESM governance schemes may evolve at a similar pace, hence we intend to cooperate with ESM as
closely as possible to avoid doubling activities.

Task 3.1 Establish structures and strategies for joint data driven science within E&E and other
partners
[HZG, AWI, FZJ, GEOMAR, HMGU, GFZ, KIT, UFZ]
The nominated members of each Seed Group establish a work-frame of regular meetings. The
groups' speakers will synthesize a document containing mission statement, terms of reference and a
plan for securing the long-term perspective for SGs (-> PoF-IV) and further collaborative entities. The
SGs develop and promote agreements and policies for future collaborative observatories and
programs in E&E, and for re-using them in bigger contexts. In cooperation with the Digital Earth
Steering Group of Digital (see WP5) they seek communication to top-level management to inform on
status and progress during the project period (Figure 8). Upon project completion each Seed Group
will propose new collaborative tools in close cooperation with the Steering Group, to be agreed upon
on the level of the E&E management board as part of the PoF-IV. In this respect we plan to promote
the idea of Digital Earth to become part of a “Nationale Forschungsdateninfrastruktur” for Earth
System Data within a concerted approach with universities working in the fields of data science and
data management (e.g. MARUM at University Bremen for Data Management, CAU in Kiel for
software development and machine learning, University of Cologne for Data Management). Another
focus of networking activities is put on reproducibility/traceability of the developed workflows and
software itself, but also the results generated through them. This requires standardization, openness
of data and procedures as specified in the Open Science paradigm. In this context, adherence to
international standards and building/strengthening ties with projects on the European level will be
also subject of this task.
Deliverable
D3.1.1
D3.1.2

D3.1.3
D3.1.4

Document on terms of reference and long-term collaboration principles (AWI)
Contribution of Digital Earth established in the E&E research program in PoF-IV,
including work and management plan, specification of interaction with centres'
directors and E+E management board (GEOMAR)
Performance indicators established for running Digital Earth in PoF-IV (HZG)
Concerted approach of a NFDI-proposal (AWI)

Month
M3

M9
M12
M24

Task 3.2 Develop collaborative framework for operating technical platforms
[AWI, HZG, FZJ, GEOMAR, HMGU, GFZ, KIT, UFZ]
Demands of existing observatories (TERENO, MOSES, ICOS, IAGOS, FRAM, etc.) and initiatives such
as ESM will be analysed and mapped on Digital Earth approaches. In particular we integrate and use
synergies with existing HGF infrastructures and services (e.g. Helmholtz-Data-Federation HDF,
Helmholtz-Incubator initiatives in Data Science). To achieve a common technical basis we adopt
international standards for data, meta-data and services (NetCDF, CF, OGC, …). Already operative
services will be opened for use in Digital Earth as e.g. sensor.awi.de or associated data flow services
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and high-performance approaches like dashboard.awi.de; conformity to services and common open
standards and solutions developed in ongoing European efforts (e.g. IAGOS, ENVRIplus) will be
ensured through participating centres in such activities (e.g. FZJ). A partitioning of Digital Earth
services, avoiding double efforts, will be specified, including proposals on how to compensate for
service-use across centres. Based on this, new jointly operated services for the workflows of WP2 are
co-developed with IT-departments.
Deliverable
D3.2.1
D3.2.2
D3.2.3

Specify a software and services architecture for implementations in WP1&2 (AWI/HMGU)
Technical platform concept, including data and service standards (AWI)
Specify principles for agile software development, including quality control (GFZ)

Month
M6
M9
M12

Task 3.3 Foster innovation for societal benefits
[HZG, AWI, FZJ, GEOMAR, HMGU, GFZ, KIT, UFZ]
Besides its pure scientific value, the Digital Earth approaches will be also relevant for societal
solutions related to sustainable Earth system management. To enhance the usefulness and potential
use of Digital Earth products for practical application beyond academic science, we will consider
innovation for societal benefit already during the Digital Earth project phase. A synthesis of societal
demands will be compiled, based on existing knowledge about requirements for earth system data
and information on creating science-based knowledge that can support societal decisions and
actions. This will also include requirements for data quality, structure, formats, accessibility, as well
as guidance for interpretation and uncertainty assessments (Task 2.2). The Open Science concepts
will be addressed in Digital Earth to ensure usability, reproducibility, enhancement and access of
Digital Earth methods and data. We will enable the transfer and exchange of knowledge with the
whole scientific community, but also with user communities beyond academia. The analysis of
societal requirements will include demands e.g. for risk analyses and vulnerability assessments by
stakeholders focusing on the two Digital Earth Show Cases. The results will be discussed and
developed with selected stakeholder from public authorities and outcomes will feedback to WP1 and
WP2, and to the software architecture concept in task 3.4. Furthermore, this task 3.3 will highlight
new opportunities but also identify barriers and gaps for technology and knowledge transfer to
public and private entities that are to be addressed later in PoF-IV.
Deliverable
D3.3.1
D3.3.3
Milestone
M3.3.1

Month
Document requirements from dialogues with stakeholders and link to Digital Earth
services (HZG)
Report on societal demands and Digital Earth supply for innovation in society (HZG)
Workshop with stakeholders (authorities, politics) (HZG)

M9
M34
Month
M6

Task 3.4 Software architecture-concept for Digital Earth and beyond
[HMGU, AWI, FZJ, GEOMAR, GFZ, HZG, UFZ]
The computational infrastructure for the Data Exploration Framework will follow principles of an
object-oriented software design and modular approach (Figure 8). Task 3.4 will specify appropriate
data objects including the methods of how to deal with them. Data objects are defined via interfaces
(describing what they are doing) and data formats (describing the formats of input/output data.) The
specification of interfaces and data formats will be fixed once the analysis of requirements has been
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finished. We aim for integrating visual exploration approaches and machine learning methods (WP2)
that are commonly used by natural scientists (e.g. Matlab, R, or GIS systems as EsriArc or Q-GIS) into
data objects. We will also explore state-of-the-art web-based technologies like Jupyter Notebook
with wrappers to R, python and further data analytics packages, like hadoop and Apache-SPARK. The
link to commonly used software is explicitly done to increase the acceptance and usability of the data
exploration framework in mind. We will continuously assess this usability, feedback to the software
development in WP2 and monitored the software development via regular developer meetings
ensuring quality control. This user-feedback approach in combination with the existing developers
experience in technology selection will allow keeping focus on performance aspects and scalability.

Figure 8: Preliminary
software concept that
will be further detailed in
Digital Earth, with layers
1 to 3 being key
components of the
project. Layer 4, the
hard- and software side
of data management, will
mainly be dealt with
outside Digital Earth (see
Task 2.2).
Deliverable
D3.4.1
D3.4.2
D3.4.3
Milestones
M3.4.1
M3.4.2
M3.4.3

Month
M6
M26
M36
Month
M3
M6
M6

Specification for a software architecture-concept (HMGU)
Interface specification in software defined (AWI)
Monitoring of software quality performed (HMGU)
Infrastructure operating (AWI)
Usability assessment workflow implemented (HZG)
Monitoring process for software development implemented (HMGU)

3.4 WP4 Evaluation of Success
Centre
IVF FTEs/yr
In-kind FTEs/yr
Total

AWI
0.1
0.1

FZJ
0.1
0.1
0.2

GEOMAR

GFZ

HMGU

HZG

0.1
0.1

0.25
0.25

0.1
0.1

0.67
0.67

KIT
0.75
0.33
1.08

UFZ
0.5
0.5

In WP 4 an evaluation framework will be developed for 1) assessing the performance of new data
science methods in SMART Monitoring and data exploration, 2) assessing the added value of applying
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these new data science methods in Earth System science for creating new scientific knowledge (->
Show Cases). The potential transfer of Digital Earth knowledge and technologies to society will be
assessed in Task 3.3.
First the requirements of earth system research for new data science methods will be identified.
From this, criteria and indicators for evaluating the performance of data science methods and their
added value for creating new scientific insights will be derived. This will be based on existing surveys
and standards (e.g. Faundeen 2017, Kempler & Mathews 2017, Otto et al. 2016), and will be
extended to specific advances in the frame of Digital Earth. Also the interdisciplinary research
process for integrating data science and earth system science will be monitored and evaluated (e.g.
Ebert-Uphoff, 2017). The evaluation framework and the evaluation itself will be developed along the
three following tasks.

Task 4.1 Requirement identification for scientific use and evaluation criteria definition
[HZG, AWI, FZJ, GEOMAR, GFZ, HMGU, KIT, UFZ]
In a first step, the requirements of earth system science for data science methods in 1) SMART
Monitoring Designs and 2) Data Exploration Framework related to the Digital Earth Show Cases will
be gathered and categorised. Discussions between all WPs will be set up in suitable formats (surveys,
interviews, workshops during meetings), and requirements will be formulated in a living document
and refined in a final report. The requirements will refer to data science methods applied in earth
system science related to the overarching Digital Earth objectives, e.g. 1) Data-Gap Closing, 2) Data to
Proxy, or 3) Data Quality/Uncertainty (see Chapter 2.1) and will be concretised for the Digital Earth
Show Cases. The dimensions of monitoring - understanding - predicting earth system dynamics will
be addressed.
Based on the requirement analyses, criteria and indicators for assessing the performance of data
science methods will be developed. Criteria will also include aspects related to data quality such as
accuracy, completeness, robustness, meta-information; to technical standards such as structure,
formats and accessibility; to open data and open science policies and to the availability of guidelines
for use. Through several iterations with WP1 and WP2, and in collaboration with task 2.1, the criteria
and indicators will be refined. The results will also feedback to the design of the software
architecture concept in task 3.4. Also software performance and scalability will be defined as criteria,
but its assessment will be a second step later in PoF-IV.
One major challenge of Digital Earth is the integration of Data Science and Natural Science - and
as such also the process of interdisciplinary research and integration shall be monitored and
evaluated. For this process evaluation, an additional set of criteria and indicators will be developed
and the monitoring process will be defined.
Deliverable
D4.1.1
D4.1.2
Milestone
M4.1.1

Inventory of categorised requirements (HZG)
Report with refined set of criteria and indicators (HZG)
First set of criteria and indicators (HZG)

Month
M9
M18
Month
M12

Task 4.2 Usability assessment of workflows, methods, and software
[HZG, AWI, FZJ, GEOMAR, GFZ, HMGU, KIT, UFZ]
For data science methods and scientific workflows developed in the context of earth system
research, the relevant criteria and indicators will be selected from the evaluation framework (Task
4.1) and applied to the results of Digital Earth Show Cases. This will be done in close cooperation with
WP1 and WP2. The results will feedback to the software architecture concept (Task 3.4). In addition
to scientific quality, the interdisciplinary research process and integration of data and earth system
science in Digital Earth will be assessed. This will also require a monitoring of the research process
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during the whole project using questioners send out to participating scientists and importantly
monitor the acceptance, development and adaptation during Digital Earth and Seed Group meetings.
The outcome will be presented as Part A of the final project evaluation report.
Deliverable
D4.2.1
Milestone
M4.2.1

Month
Evaluation report of Digital Earth Part A: Assessment of workflows and data science
outputs (HZG)
Set up of the monitoring scheme for deliverable D4.2.1 (HZG)

M32
Month
M3

Task 4.3 Assessing the success of the project for gaining new scientific insight
[KIT, AWI, FZJ, GEOMAR, HMGU, HZG, GFZ, UFZ]
The scientific progress due to newly developed data science methods and workflows will be
evaluated according to criteria developed in task 4.1 and applied to the Digital Earth Show Cases.
Which new scientific insights are gained due to the integration of data science and earth system
science, which could not be achieved without this integration? The dimensions of monitoring understanding - predicting earth system dynamics will be addressed. One critical point will be to
judge to which extent the envisioned Holistic Earth System approach in Digital Earth could be
achieved and to which extent the newly generated data products, tools and knowledge contributed
to this overall objective. This will be achieved by critically assessing to which extend the evaluation
criteria developed in milestone M4.3.1 have been addressed (report of deliverable D4.3.1) and by
formulating recommendations for the continuation of the Digital Earth idea in PoF IV.
Deliverable
D4.3.1
Milestone
M4.3.1

Month
Evaluation report of Digital Earth Part B: Assessing the value of integrating
data science and earth system science for gaining new scientific insights (KIT)

M32
Month
M3

Initial set up of the survey/evaluation scheme for deliverable D4.3.1 (KIT)

3.5 WP5 Project Management
Centre
IVF FTEs/yr
In-kind FTEs/yr
Total

AWI

FZJ

0.1
0.1

0.2
0.2

GEOMAR
1
0.5
1.5

GFZ
0.25
0.25

HMGU

HZG

KIT

UFZ

0.25
0.25

0.25
0.25

0.17
0.17

The Project Management work package deals with the administrative and coordinator tasks
during the three years project phase of Digital Earth. GEOMAR will lead this WP and all of the three
tasks detailed below. Next to the main task of managing the project, two additional tasks will foster
the link to external partners through funded Short Term Scientific Missions (STSMs) and a dynamic
adaptation of the project by allocating additional work force to specific scientific questions and/or
technical realizations (Bridging Post-Docs). All centres will support all tasks by being actively involved
in the Steering Group and the Selection Committees for the Bridging Post-Docs and STSM
applications.
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Task 5.1 Project coordination and administration
[GEOMAR, AWI, FZJ, GFZ, HMGU, HZG, KIT, UFZ]
The work of this task includes the establishment of the governance structure (Figure 9) of the
project by implementing the Steering Group and the Scientific Advisory Board (SAB; see Chapter
5.6). This governance body will support the formation of the thematic Seed Groups (SG) which will
later be managed by WP3. At a very early stage a project webpage will be established highlighting
the key research questions, tasks and expected outcome of the Digital Earth project and its strategic
implementation within E&E and the Helmholtz Association. Encouragement to participate will be
given by introducing the SG idea as well as the STSM concept. A general announcement for the
Bridging Post-Doc positions will be prominent from the very beginning. Administrative tasks like the
budget distribution between the partners and coordinative tasks as planning and organizing
meetings and a summer school will be an essential part of this task.
Deliverables
D5.1.1
D5.1.2
D5.1.3
Milestones
M5.1.1
M5.1.2
M5.1.3

Coordination and planning of yearly project meetings
Coordination and planning of summer school
Planning of Data Science Symposium as part of the final meeting
Establishment of Steering Group and SAB
Establishment of project webpage
Kick-Off meeting

Month
M12, 24, 35
~M24
M35
Month
M1
M2
M2

Figure 9: Organigram of the Digital Earth project governance structure.

Task 5.2 Bridging Post-Docs
[GEOMAR, AWI, FZJ, GFZ, HMGU, HZG, KIT, UFZ]
As outlined in Chapter 2.1, one strategic tool for a flexible and targeted support of emerging
scientific questions during the project phase is to announce Post-Doc positions to be filled from the
beginning of the second project year. The Post-Docs will be selected by a committee with members
of all centres and the SAB. Applicants can come from Helmholtz Centres (not only E&E) and
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external/international Institutes/Universities. Applications will be drafted in cooperation with at least
two hosting E&E centres to encourage cooperation between the centres. One centre will be the
main/administrative host. The main selection criteria will be scientific excellence and benefit for
Digital Earth; other criteria as gender, distribution of candidates across all E&E centres, availability
and link to external partners will be considered. The Selection Committee needs to come to mutual
agreement about the distribution of funds and positions can be for one or two years. Candidates
have to present their research project as part of a symposium during the first annual meeting in
month 12. A total budget of about ten Post-Doc years has been allocated for this task (815 kEUR).
Additional financial support (e.g. travel funds) is expected from the hosting centres.
Deliverable
D5.2.1
Milestones
M5.2.1

Evaluation of Post-Doc applications and final selection of candidates
Advertise Post-Doc positions and organize symposium as part of the first
annual meeting

Month
M12
Month
M10

Task 5.3 Short Term Scientific Mission (STSM) administration
[GEOMAR, AWI, FZJ, GFZ, HMGU, HZG, KIT, UFZ]
STSMs are adopted as tool from COST Actions; they are an easy and flexible tool for applying for
travel funds, enabling knowledge exchange between partners and external experts. Application will
be in the form of a short application (3 pages) stating the aim of the cooperation, the scientific
question and goal, and the benefit for the individual and the Digital Earth project. A short budget
plan needs to be presented. Applicants can come a) from inside Digital Earth for visiting another
Helmholtz centre, b) from inside Digital Earth to invite an external colleague for visiting at least one
E&E centre, and c) from inside Digital Earth for visiting centres outside the Helmholtz Association
(national/international). Organizing a Hackathon would also be considered as STSM. A total of
100kEUR have been allocated for this task (ca. 33kEUR/yr). Decisions about granting a STSMs will be
made every second months (or if needed in an ad-hoc decision) by simple email voting of the
Selection Committee (Steering Committee plus one additional member from all eight E&E centres).
The STSM Selection committee will be established during the Kick-Off meeting. Members can be
changed at any time by the respective Centre.
Deliverable
D5.3.1 Selection of STSMs by the Selection Committee throughout the entire period of
Digital Earth
Milestone
M5.3.1 Announcement of STSM scheme/application forms on the project webpage

Month
Month
M3

4. Outlook
Digital Earth has been initiated to strongly link Earth and Data Science. Within the three year
project period we will create a close and strong collaboration between all involved partners,
Helmholtz centres and external partners. The project aims at a sustainable continuation in PoF-IV and
beyond. The development of new scientific workflows on all three levels (Chapter 2.1; Figure 2) will
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continue with incorporating further methods, such as new/faster machine learning algorithms or
metadata harmonisation.
We are convinced that for progress in Earth Science studies a close cooperation between Data
Scientists and Earth Scientists is absolutely important, this is why we set up Thematic Seed Groups.
They will grow into Core Groups over time and become a major component in adapting, promoting
and establishing data science methods and workflows. How long-term collaboration (i.e.
infrastructure), education, stakeholder interaction and scientific advances after the Digital Earth
project will be achieved, is one of the major tasks we will tackle.
A solid and visible implementation of Digital Earth ideas and structures in PoF-IV could be
achieved by having one ‘Data Science’ or ‘Digital Earth’ work package in each of the planned topics.
These work packages certainly need to cooperate closely across all topics, but with Digital Earth this
structure and the starting team behind it, has already been implemented.
On national and international level we will try to establish a well visible, ‘unified’ Geo-Data
Science Group of the Research Field Earth and Environment. This will combine the respective
expertise and serves as clearly identifiable Knowledge Hub for scientific partners, coming projects
and initiatives, as well as stakeholders and the public. Educating the next generation of new Data
Scientists and exchanging knowledge among all partners is an important aspect when looking into
the future.
Next to the outlook on the strategic continuation of Digital Earth, we foresee that workflow
development will certainly go beyond the two Show Cases and will address further requirements
resulting from other science scenarios. We anticipate that already during the project an increasing
number of additional ‘Show Cases’ will develop so that a ‘wave’ of Data Science projects and
applications will emerge. The goal is to link all these efforts to one framework of digital workflow
components which can be combined on the fly and enable scientists to better integrate data and
knowledge from different scientific disciplines and earth compartments. Small and larger well visible
software products will be the result. These could be a compilation of visualisation and computational
tools that are e.g. distributed as LINUX based software bundle with a best-practise guide directly
implemented in a Jupyter-Notebook environment or sophisticated multipurpose/generic webapplications for real-time data visualization of sensor networks. Increasingly visual data exploration
will shift towards virtual reality environments, giving scientist in the field and their colleagues at the
centres the possibility to jointly explore data and discuss next sampling and monitoring strategies,
while data and data products are constantly updated in real time.
Digital Earth partners will push for taking leading roles in international efforts that combine Earth
Science and Data Science as outlined in this proposal. They will be free to do this as individual
scientists, Helmholtz Centres or as the Research Field Earth and Environment, but the great vision is
that Digital Earth enables the feedback of gathered knowledge which is exchanged through the Seed
(Core) Groups between all centres and the global Earth Science community in an easy way.
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5.2 Glossar
Big Data

CAMS
CERA

CoMet

COSYNA

Big Data is a term describing the storage and analysis of large and or complex data
sets using a series of techniques (e.g. NoSQL, MapReduce and machine learning). The
term Big Data is also often associated with data volume, velocity at which data are
acquired, variety of formats, veracity of the data itself, and the data value (the 5 v’s).
In our Big Data definition we add that data acquisition is not regular and storage is
distributed (“Big Data can be very small and not all large datasets are big”).
Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service; http://atmosphere.copernicus.eu/
https://www.dkrz.de/daten/cera Climate and Environmental Retrieval and Archive
(CERA) is the database system developed and run at the German Climate Computing
Centre DKRZ. The ICSU (International Council for Science) World Data Center for
Climate (WDCC) is technically based on CERA.ESGF
The overarching objective of the HALO CoMet mission is to improve our
understanding and to better quantify the carbon dioxide and methane cycles using
sophisticated instrumentation onboard HALO in conjunction with modelling
activities. A suite of the best currently available active (lidar) and passive remote
sensors as well as in-situ instruments will be employed to collect new data sets and
knowledge about the variability of those major anthropogenic greenhouse gases
http://www.halo.dlr.de/science/missions/comet/comet.html
http://codm.hzg.de/codm/ COSYNA - Coastal Observing System for Northern and
Arctic Seas - is an integrated observing and modelling system for the operational and
synoptic description of the environmental status of the North Sea and Arctic coastal
waters. The observations comprise a variety of in situ techniques as well as remote
sensing from shore by radar and from space by satellite. Key physical, sedimentary,
geochemical and biological parameters are observed at high temporal resolution in
the water column and the upper and lower boundary layers. COSYNA’s modelling part
consists of nested models with different grid sizes for hydrography (salinity, waves,
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currents), for suspended matter and for biogeochemical and ecosystem processes.
COSYNA is financed and coordinated by the Helmholtz-Zentrum Geesthacht Centre for
Materials and Coastal Research GmbH. The scientific work is carried out jointly with
partners of the Helmholtz association, universities, and monitoring authorities.
Data Science Data science / data-driven science. Interdisciplinary field about scientific processes
and systems to extract knowledge or gain insights from data. Data science can be seen
as a continuation of some of the data analysis fields such as statistics, machine
learning, data mining, and predictive analytics, similar to Knowledge Discovery in
Databases (KDD). Jim Gray imagined data science as a “4th Science Paradigm”: 1)
empirical, 2) theoretical, 3) computational and 4) data-driven. (source Wikipedia)
EOSC
European Open Science Cloud; see more information at
https://ec.europa.eu/research/openscience/index.cfm?pg=open-science-cloud
ESGF
https://esgf.llnl.gov Earth System Grid Federation (ESGF) is an open source effort
providing a robust, distributed data and computation platform, enabling world wide
access to Peta/Exa-scale scientific data. It is an interagency and international
effort that develops, deploys and maintains software infrastructure for the
management, dissemination, and analysis of model output and observational data for
Earth System Science.
ESKP
Earth System Knowledge Platform http://www.eskp.de/
ESM
http://www.esm-project.net/ Advanced Earth System Modelling Capacity. Work
concentrates on enhancing the representation of Earth system model compartments,
to development a common framework for the effective coupling of Earth system
components, on advancing Earth system data assimilation capacity for combining
models and observations and to critically assess model quality by Earth system
diagnosis for guiding future model developments.
HALO
http://www.halo.dlr.de/ HALO (the "High Altitude and Long Range Research Aircraft")
is the research aircraft for atmospheric research and Earth observation of the German
science community operated by DLR. It is based on a Gulfstream G-550 that can
specifically be equipped with numerous in situ and remote sensing instruments. It
enables measurements up to an altitude of 15 km within a range of 9000 km and can
carry a scientific payload of up to 3 tons. This allows studying important scientific
questions with regard to atmospheric chemistry, atmospheric physics, climate
research, satellite validations, and Earth system observations.
HDF
Helmholtz Data Federation; strategic investment into research data infrastructure,
construction 2017-2021
IAGOS
http://www.iagos.org/ The In-service Aircraft for a Global Observing System (IAGOS)
is a distributed research infrastructure with Members from Germany, France and the
UK, that operates a global-scale monitoring system for atmospheric trace gases (O3,
CO, H2O, NOx, CO2, CH4), aerosols and clouds by using the existing provisions of the
global air transport system. Observation data for selected species are provided in
near-real-time for the validation of global and regional models by ECMWF in the
framework of CAMS. Additional, IAGOS provides added-value products like
climatological data and trajectory analyses of probed air masses for further scientific
analyses.
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JADDS

JOIN

KITcube

Knowledge
Exchange
Knowledge
Transfer
MEMENTO

MOSES

NOAH
PANGAEA
Rasdaman
SensorML
SOS
Tandem-L

https://www.eudat.eu/communities/j%C3%BClich-atmospheric-data-distributionservice JADDS (Jülich Atmospheric Data Distribution System) is a system for
performant, flexible access to high-volume atmospheric data based on the rasdaman
array database technology. This system is currently under construction. It will be used
for routine delivery of Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service (CAMS) products
and interfaced with JOIN.
https://join.fz-juelich.de is a web interface for prototyping interoperable data access
of 4-dimensional earth system data with a focus on atmospheric composition
information. JOIN currently provides a visual interface to the world’s largest collection
of surface ozone observations (TOAR) and it allows a rather generic access to 1-4
dimensional datasets in the form of netCDF files or web services, which can be sliced
and visualized. During DE JOIN will be interfaced with machine learning methods to
test automatic data quality control in a distributed system.
https://www.imk-tro.kit.edu/english/4635.php With KITcube the advanced mobile
integrated observation system the Institute for Meteorology and Climate Research
has created a measurement system that allows temporally and spatially highresolution measurements within a volume of 10 x 10 x 10 km3. By combining active
and passive remote sensing instruments with classical in situ sensors, which probe the
same volume at the same time, maximum synergy is achieved. KITcube resolves all
relevant atmospheric processes and allows detailed process studies, which finally
leads into a better knowledge for model-based predictions. KITcube is characterized
by a high flexibility. It can be deployed for measurement campaigns to sites around
the globe and operated over long time for atmospheric monitoring.
Knowledge Exchange (KE) is a process which brings together academic staff, users of
research and wider groups and communities to exchange ideas, evidence and
expertise. (source Univ. Edinburgh)
Knowledge Transfer (KT) is a term used to encompass a very broad range of activities
to support mutually beneficial collaborations between the scientific, businesses and
the public sector. (source Univ. Cambridge)
https://memento.geomar.de/ A Data base for marine methane and nitrous oxide data
established as a joined initiative between SOLAS (Surface Ocean Lower Atmosphere
Study) and COST Action 735 (European CoOperation in the Field of Scientific and
Technical Research).
e.g. https://moses.geomar.de/ MOSES (Modular Observation Solutions for Earth
Systems) is a joint observing system of the “Earth and Environment” research field. It
comprises highly flexible and mobile observation modules which are particularly
designed to investigate the interactions of short-term events and long-term trends
across Earth compartments.
http://www.noah-project.de/
https://www.pangaea.de/
Raster Data Manager (http://www.rasdaman.org/)
Sensor Markup Language
Sensor Observation Service
https://www.tandem-l.de/ Tandem-L: Is a proposal for a highly innovative L-band
Synthetic Aperture Radar satellite mission for the global observation of dynamic
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TERENO

WCS
WFS
WMS
WPS

processes on the Earth’s surface with hitherto unknown quality and spatial resolution.
Tandem-L will give answers to highly topical scientific problems pertaining to the
biosphere, geosphere, hydrosphere and cryosphere, and it will close gaps in climate
research. In addition to the scientific aspects, Tandem-L will stand out for its highly
innovative technology and measurements methods (digital beamforming for greater
simultaneous swath width and spatial resolution, and polatrimetric SAR
interferometry for measuring forest biomass). The unique products generated by
Tandem-L will be a milestone in remote sensing. It will stablish and extend Germany’s
lead in the radar sector.
http://teodoor.icg.kfa-juelich.de/overview-de (TERrestrial ENviromental Observatoria)
aims to provide an integrated framework combining monitoring, modelling and
regionalization of environmental variables, fluxes and processes in order to address
the above mentioned challenges. The TERENO observatories investigate the
consequences of climate and land use change in Germany and provides long-term
observation data related to hydrosphere, pedosphere, biosphere, and lower
atmosphere at multiple spatial and temporal scales (Zacharias et al. 2011).
Web Coverage Service
Web Feature Service
Web Mapping Service
Web Processing Service

5.3 Key research areas and competences of centres
At AWI, the earth system is studied on the basis of general circulation models in combination with
observation data. AWI is strongly involved in organizing data flows from mobile and stationary
sensors into archives and repositories, together with sensor metadata and according to published
standard operating procedures. Quality-controlled data is published in the PAGAEA data library,
documented for re-use, permanently available via DOI and delivered from a data warehouse. The
implementation of data flow concepts includes the management and visualization of near-realtime data. For long-term measurements by observatories like FRAM, but also from short-term
studies as planned in MOSES, data management plans are developed and maintained. In the
German collaborative grid on climate data (C3Grid), AWI has gained extensive experience on
distributed data and analyses (eScience-infrastructure) that will be of relevance for this project.
FZJ research in the Earth and Environment programme focuses on atmospheric chemistry and its
links to weather and climate, and on terrestrial systems with an emphasis on the hydrological
cycle. Process studies, field measurements, and long-term observations on passenger aircraft
(IAGOS) are combined with modelling studies on the global and regional scales to improve process
understanding and deliver valuable information to operational services (CAMS). Water, matter
and energy fluxes in terrestrial systems are analysed using experimental and observational
facilities (e.g. TERENO, ICOS) and multi-scale terrestrial models that span from the subsurface into
the atmosphere. Observations from IAGOS, TOAR, WMO/GAW, TERENO and other networks are
routinely collected and provided to the global community as quality-controlled, easily accessible
web services (JOIN, JADDS, TEODOOR). In collaboration with the Jülich Supercomputing Centre
JSC (research field key technologies), new data mining methods are explored to improve
automated data quality control and gain new insights.
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At GEOMAR, data are acquired to answer questions related to the role of the ocean in climate
change or the potential environmental impacts of mineral/energy resource extraction from the
ocean, for example. Modern observation technologies and autonomous vehicles are by all
scientific disciplines to investigating the sub-seabed, the water column and the atmosphere.
Developing, testing and applying monitoring strategies as well as adapting these monitoring
strategies in the field based on rapid data processing and analyses are key competences of
GEOMAR. A wide variety of visual, computational and numerical techniques are used ranging
from time series analyses, processing of 3D geophysical data to automated image classification
and mosaicking. Increasing integrated Data Exploration capabilities and developing strategies for
optimal near-real time sensor communication are seen as important and future topic. GEOMAR
will coordinate Digital Earth, building on its expertise from large-scale projects as the ongoing
AtlantOS project (www.atlantos-h2020.eu).
The focus of research at the GFZ is the solid Earth - from a regional to a global scale. Key scientific
questions are the effects of global change as well as research on natural hazards and resources.
GFZ contributes to Digital Earth with a strong competence in smart monitoring technologies (e.g.
geofon), visual exploration of heterogeneous spatio-temporal data, and machine learning
methods for anomaly detection. Linked to Use Case B, GFZ aims at a better quantification of the
water cycle and its changes in space and time, and which effects human influence and climate
change have on hydrological extreme events, floods and droughts.
The Institute of Coastal Research at HZG is dedicated to observing the coastal ocean with strong
competences in developing technologies and observation strategies and systems (e.g. COSYNA),
focusing on long-term observations of coastal ocean dynamics and biogeochemical processes
integrated with numerical modelling. This includes the development of data portals and
visualization methods. In addition, GERICS offers scientifically sound products, advisory services
and decision-relevant information to support government, administration and business adapting
to climate change. GERICS brings strong competences in processing and analyzing 4D gridded big
data , integration of data, knowledge transfer and transdisciplinary dialogue to Digital Earth.
HMGU focuses on environmental health, combining biomedical research with environmental
sciences. Strong scientific emphasis is laid on investigating the molecular, mechanistic level by
integrating multi-omics technologies. HMGU has a strong expertise in characterizing
environmental processes and their links to biota, including plants and microbiomes. Thus, within
the framework of Digital Earth the centre will elucidate characteristics of bioaerosols including
microbiological properties and volatile organic compounds in relation to extreme events.
Handling large data sets generated by high-throughput omics technologies, HMGU lends leading
expertise in bioinformatical data analysis to Digital Earth.
KIT has a long standing expertise in developing and using measurement techniques for
observing/monitoring the state of the atmosphere and modelling systems for investigating
atmospheric key processes. Within Digital Earth, KIT will contribute measurements and modelling
studies to Show Case A and will add its expertise in deriving precipitation information from
commercial microwave links in near real-time and country wide scale to Show Case B. This will
allow to generate test data and evaluate further workflows/standards; by participating in the
development of the SMART Monitoring concept and the Data Exploration Framework.
UFZ has extensive research experience in evaluating and predicting water and matter fluxes in the
terrestrial environment and a strong competence in developing new measurement and
monitoring technologies. In combination with the existing know-how in software development in
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environmental information and modeling systems, synergies will especially arise from the
combination of the newly linked expertise in data mining and data analysis. Within Digital Earth,
the UFZ will support Use Case B with SMART Monitoring campaigns and methods, the 3D-VisLab,
and develop workflows, concepts and modules for the Data Exploration Framework.

5.4 Show Cases
Show Case A) Man-made and natural CH4 and VOC emissions from marine and terrestrial sources in
the North Sea region
Importance and motivation: Although the atmospheric abundance of methane (CH4) is about
200 times smaller compared to that of carbon dioxide (CO2), it is a far more potent warming agent as
its greenhouse warming potential (GWP) is 25-30 times larger (depending on the considered time
frame) than that of CO2 (IPCC 2013). Anthropogenic and natural fluxes from the terrestrial and ocean
environment towards the atmosphere are balanced by the oxidation of CH4 in the atmosphere. This
oxidation is initiated by OH radicals and contributes to tropospheric ozone production (e.g. Seinfeld
and Pandis 2006), thus linking local-scale emissions of methane to regional- and global-scale
formation of ozone and other photo-oxidants affecting air quality. A recent estimate of the
atmospheric CH4 lifetime is in the order of about 9 to 10 years (IPCC 2013) leading to the well-mixed
global atmospheric distribution of CH4.
Today anthropogenic sources of agriculture/waste and biomass burning are the dominating fluxes
into the atmosphere, followed by natural sources e.g. from wetlands in tropical and Arctic regions or
other geological sources (e.g. Kirschke et al. 2013). However, also leakage of methane and volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) from oil, gas and coal exploration on land and at sea leads to in detail yet
not quantified emissions which manifests in huge discrepancies in top-down and bottom-up
estimates of the methane emissions (IPCC 2013). To overcome this discrepancy and to distinguish
natural from anthropogenic sources, an evaluation of individual, local sources (e.g. leaking oil and gas
wells) by detailed field studies accompanied by high resolution modelling is needed to assess the
impact of local CH4 and VOC sources on atmospheric concentrations.
As an example for strong local gas emissions, Show Case A we focus on the North Sea region as it
shows specific anthropogenic (active and abandoned gas wells; Vielstädte et al. 2016) and natural
sources and sinks. During Digital Earth existing marine data as well as those from data bases (e.g.
MEMENTO) will be collected and complemented by additionally acquired data during marine cruise
and air plane campaigns (GEOMAR, UFZ, DLR, GFZ; -> MOSES & CoMET campaigns). In general,
natural gas release from seep sites in the North Sea is a widespread phenomenon studied for several
decades (e.g. Hovland & Judd 1988, Schneider v. Deimling et al. 2011, Urban et al. 2016, Römer et al.
2017), focussing on dissolved and free gas fluxes alike. Ebullition depends on internal and external
properties and forces; these are e.g. sediment permeability/geological pathways that connect
biogenic methane gas pockets in the sub-seafloor with the seafloor surface or tides and wave activity
that modify the hydrostatic pressure on the gas source. Once bubbles are released, transport,
dissolution and dispersion depend on oceanic parameters as temperature and salinity (McGinnis et
al., 2006), as well as the seasonal establishment/break-down of pycnoclines and tide-dependently
changing current directions. In contrast, the amount of dissolved methane released from the seafloor
is driven by aerobic and anaerobic biochemical processes close to the sediment-water interface
(Boetius et al., 2000; Sommer et al., 2006) which similarly effect gas concentrations in the water
column. At the sea surface, dissolved gas is equilibrating with the atmosphere depending on
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temperature, salinity, the concentration gradient between water and atmosphere with the gas
transfer velocity being also depending on wind and wave activity (e.g. Wanninkhof 1992, Wanninkhof
et al. 2009).
Although the study region appears small on a global scale and its estimated contribution to the
global methane budget has been estimated as small as well, the region is very well suited as a Show
Case in Digital Earth. This is because it allows to investigate the fate of CH4 from the geosphere across
the interfaces seafloor/ocean and ocean/atmosphere into the atmosphere in an exemplary manner.
Making a consolidate effort in data integration and better correlation and interpolation of data, will
help to understand and reduce discrepancies in top-down and bottom-up estimates of methane
emissions (and other gases) in general. Furthermore, this regional approach allows to study the
related impact on the tropospheric ozone burden in this densely populated area of Europe. In this
respect, this Show Case is a truly compartment integrating study following a holistic approach of
Earth System studies.
Challenges and approach: The scientific challenge of Show Case A is to assess all impacts of the
localized methane sources, including their varying internal and external forcing on seasonal to daily
time scales and their strong spatial heterogenic distribution. Methane flux estimates need to be
combined across interfaces from different data and modelling platforms and consistent flux budgets
(accounting for scale differences) will be used to evaluate impacts on air quality diagnostics. For this,
an explicit interaction between Earth and Data Scientists with respect to the upscaling of methane
fluxes (bottom-up approach) is required. The upscaling of meaningful source data (e.g. sea surface
fluxes-data) in a bottom-up approach is challenging, if not impossible, unless it can be linked to longterm measurements. This would facilitate a verified assessment in time, allowing correlations with
spatially available data products, thus providing spatially and temporally ‘correct’ flux budgets. Our
scientific approaches to tackle this challenge are explained in more detail further below.
Part of these data will be collected in already planned field campaigns. The methodologies
developed in WP1 and WP2 will guide a statistically meaningful sampling, define regions and specific
seep locations to be investigated (Task 1.1) and plan the sampling layout in accordance to the
environmental conditions at the time of sampling (Task 1.2, Task 2.2). Methodologies for closing data
gaps and refining data acquisition for covering different temporal and spatial scales will be applied in
Task 1.3. A first hurdle will be the integration of different data from various sources as literature, data
from data bases as PANGAEA, MEMENTO the Global Carbon Project, but also unpublished data from
colleagues; this will also be tackled by Task 2.2. Next to machine learning methods (Task 2.4), visual
data exploration in a 4D environment will make ‘old’ data explorable, while new data can be
visualized in (near) real-time and model-data can be fit by clever parametrisation. The usefulness and
value of the developed Data Science approaches will be tested prior and during scheduled field
campaigns.
Once the bottom-up fluxes are determined, they can be compared with top-down measured or
model-derived fluxes with their characteristic spatial resolution of about 100 – 1200 km2. Overcoming
the problem of different data set-resolutions (meters to 100m for marine seafloor sources; 100m to
few km for sea surface fluxes) will require means that consider uncertainties and which allow testing
different parameterisations and algorithms in an interactive visual and computational environment
(Task 2.3, 2.4). Thus, enabling seamless data exchange and scientific discipline integrating easy data
exploration/analyses workflows and tools as well as streamlined data assimilation into models build
the requirements of Show Case A towards WP1 and WP2 but also towards Frontier Simulations in
ESM.
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Data and Methods: Show Case A bases on ongoing studies by GEOMAR, AWI and HZG in the
North Sea region (e.g. European Project STEMM CCS) which will support existing, series of monitoring
data (e.g. COSYNA; Helgoland MarGate) and recently acquired data (cruise POS518 in Oct. 2017).
Upcoming ship campaigns to the North Sea (cruises POS526 and POS527 Jul.-Sep. 2018) as well as a
HALO air plane campaign by DLR (CoMET) will support with data acquired at the same time (summer
2018). Furthermore, GFZ-led air plane campaigns using Eddy Covariance techniques for flux
measurements are in the planning for 2019. Continuous observations of the atmospheric chemical
composition by the research infrastructures IAGOS will guarantee additional data of regular vertical
profiles of chemical species like ozone, water vapour, CO and NOx over central European airports like
Paris, Frankfurt and Amsterdam (south of the source region) and Helsinki (east of the source region).
They will support Digital Earth with data used as boundary conditions for ICON-ART model studies
(see below) on regional-scale air quality effects driven by methane emission from the North Sea. We
further anticipate to acquire terrestrial data using mobile FTIR technology (UFZ) during campaigns in
2019 at specific locations in North Germany (natural and anthropogenic sources); these locations will
be selected after a thorough investigation of e.g. the Station Database of the Umweltbundesamt
(UBA; https://www.env-it.de/stationen/public/open.do).
The atmospheric model ICON-ART is co-developed (together with DWD and MPI for Meteorology)
at KIT and will be utilized to correlate measured gas fluxes with model runs to validate sensitivities
and investigate the impact of such directly measured small scaled fluxes on air quality. The model will
be used for up scaling of local flux measurements and predict/assess their sub-grid variability.
Respective data assimilation and model runs will be undertaken in close cooperation and with
support from ESM Frontier Simulations (the ESM simulations are done by Digital Earth partners). In
this respect HZG will also provide access to the regional scale atmospheric chemistry transport model
(CMAQ) and its emission model SMOKE. CMAQ treats atmospheric photochemistry, in particular
ozone chemistry and atmospheric secondary particle formation. SMOKE delivers 4D high resolution
emission data of all main anthropogenic sources that can be directly used in CMAQ to study chemical
interactions of methane with other chemical components. In a first step, methane will be treated as
an inert tracer and its dispersion will be studied on the regional scale and the local scale with varying
grid resolutions that go down to 1 x 1 km². Atmospheric methane oxidation can later be included in
the model to study the effects on the atmospheric composition.
HZG will provide current fields and field predictions for the southern North Sea that are presently
available at seven km resolution with eleven vertical layers. These data are routinely updated every
hour based on radar measurements in the German Bight that are assimilated into the ocean
circulation model (GETM). Surface current fields at 1 km horizontal resolution are also available. 3D
versions of these high resolution maps and predictive fields will be made available for this Show
Case. The GETM model output will be used to simulate Lagrangian pathways of methane bubbles
from the seep sites through the water column to the atmosphere. The turbulent eddy processes that
is not resolved within the GETM model will be parameterized using Marcov models (Griffa et al.
1996; Berloff and McWilliams et al. 2002; Koszalka et al. 2013a, b) and accounting for the positive
buoyancy and gas exchange processes across the bubble interface (McGinnis et al. 2006). The
Lagrangian model parameters will be tuned by 1) comparing the predicted bubble pathways to the
methane concentration and bubble detection observations acquired during ship campaigns (past:
Urban et al. 2016, Vielstadte et al. 2016, Römer et al. 2017, Mau et al 2015; planned: summer 2018),
and 2) comparing the maps of the emission locations at the ocean surface derived from Lagrangian
pathways to the measured gas fluxes (CoMET, IAGOS) and to the results of the atmospheric (ICON43
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ART) model runs (i.e., matching the ocean-based and atmospheric-based results at the air-sea
interface). The Lagrangian solutions will in turn contribute to optimizing future observations and to
developing methane emission parameterizations in the regional (ICON-ART) as well as in large-scale
ESM Frontier Simulations.
Using machine learning techniques (Task 2.4), we will develop workflows for automatic knowledge
extraction from these heterogeneous input data (observed and modelled; integrating various spatiotemporal scales; including uncertainty analysis) to support the fine-tuning of the Lagrangian model
parameters. Lagrangian simulations are an excellent tool of visual exploration: the individual
methane bubble trajectories from the seafloor to the atmosphere and the derived pathways
statistics' will support effective visualization of the aggregated observational data and model results
(Task 2.3.) within Show Case A. We anticipate, that the Lagrangian solutions thus will strongly
contribute to optimize future observations (-> SMART Monitoring) and to strengthen the methane
emission parameterizations in the regional (ICON-ART) as well as large-scale ESM Frontier
Simulations.
Show Case B) Trans-compartment transport of energy and matter during precipitation and flood
extremes
Importance and motovation: Floods have a large variety of societal impacts that span across
space and time and cause economic and environmental consequences (IPCC, 2012). The acceleration
in population growth and changes in land-use patterns have increased human vulnerability to floods.
Floods affect more people worldwide than any other natural hazard, and their global expected
annual loss in the built environment is estimated at US$ 104 billion (GAR, 2015). For Germany,
flooding has caused 50% of all economic losses due to natural hazards during the last 6 decades.
Moreover, the flood in the Elbe and Danube river basins in 2002 was so far the most costly natural
hazard for Germany. According to recent projections, climate change will be associated with a
significant increase in frequency and intensity of floods due to extreme rainfall with so far
unforeseeable consequences and feedbacks (Alfieri et al., 2016). These changes need to be
considered when assessing future flooding risks, and respective prognostic tools need to be
developed.
Currently, extreme precipitation and related river flooding is often investigated within the
respective compartments, only considering compartment-related measurements, although flooding
is a cross-compartment phenomenon. This focus on compartments causes significant knowledge
gaps with respect to process understanding and prognoses. During flood events cascading effects
lead to complex, and little understood, event-chains that affect multiple compartments in an
unknown time-delay manner. As an example, floods triggered by synoptic storms have a strong
potential to mobilize nutrients with direct consequences on the environmental health status of lakes
and coastal environments due to the pulse-like supply of massive amounts of nutrients and carbon
but also through harmful substances that are leached from soils into the terrestrial environment.
Flooding increases the volume and velocity of the moving water and thus significantly decreases the
retention time of these substances in the tributary waters and reduces their degradation and
sedimentation prior to entering the coastal zones. Thus, flood induced matter transport from
terrestrial to coastal environments is considered as a relevant process influencing the aquatic coastal
and marine environment.
The propagation of extreme rainfall events through the catchment and the river system to the
coastal zone exerts a decisive influence on the structure and long-term system functioning of the
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different environments along the flood path. Floods are drivers, for example, of landscape evolution
as they have the potential to massively mobilize fertile top soils, are crucial for bedload transport in
rivers and drive the morphological dynamics of running waters at the river reach and catchment
scales (Nguyen et al., 2015, Voynova at al. 2017). Highly dynamic flood events drain large water
masses to the estuary and coastal areas creating a bypass for many water constituents, like nitrate
and phosphate, but also for contaminants. Under normal conditions, these constituents are filtered
out by sedimentation or biological transformation and degradation before entering the coastal area.
During a flood event, these constituents reach the coastal areas almost unfiltered and in extremely
high concentrations the ecosystems are not adapted to. However, the long-term effects of floodinduced matter transport through the catchment-river-estuary system are not well understood.
Challenges and approach: The overall scientific aim of Show Case B is to better understand and
quantify the coupled processes during and after flood events, including cascading short-term and
long-term effects on the terrestrial and coastal systems. We are specifically interested in developing
and integrating SMART Monitoring tools in/from WP1 into our investigation strategies, which will
allow to access data from a wide range of sources, to use opportunistic sensors and to guide
monitoring campaigns for optimal deployment of sensors in near real-time. For example, the
accurate spatio-temporal quantification of extreme precipitation stays a scientific challenge which
limits the skill of hydrological modelling (Moulin et al., 2009) and hence results in a significant
uncertainty at the very basis of all research questions related to flooding. To overcome this
shortcoming, we will include new ways of near-real time precipitation quantification by using
Commercial Microwave Links (CMLs) as operated by commercial cellphone providers (Chwala et al.,
2012, Chwala et al, 2016). The potential for streamflow prediction using CML was recently shown by
Smiatek et al. (2017) and including such opportunistic sensors will strengthen SMART Monitoring
efforts.
Furthermore, Data Exploration tools supplied by WP2 will allow integrating a large variety of data
to obtain a comprehensive situational picture from different user perspectives. An important aspect
is to enable and establish iterative ‘feedback loops’ between data acquisition and data analyses. In
particular, this is necessary to adaptively decide how mobile sensor networks should be deployed
and monitoring strategies adapted in the most effective and efficient way. We foresee that SMART
Monitoring tools will help to guide data acquisition of specific field data (Tasks 1.1 to 1.3), harvest
data from a variety of sources (Task 2.2), and feed them into Data Exploration Tools which provide
information about data/knowledge gaps either by visual (Task 2.3) or computational data inspection
(Task 2.4). We explicitly focus on a close feed-back between real-time data and an update of the
knowledge/data bases to obtain a dynamic situational picture of processes, prognoses and warnings
immediately before, during and after flood events.
Near real-time data integration is required as floods represent highly dynamic situations, and
forecast and warning times of heavy precipitation events and flooding in the according mountainous
regions are relatively short (max. 5-6 days for the upper Elbe River Catchment). Therefore, work
flows need to account for real-time data ingestion of rapidly quality controlled and assessed data
(Task 2.2) linked to a fast (automated) data analysis (Task 2.4). Another demanding challenge is to
comprehensibly combine cross-compartment and cross-discipline process and property data with a
wide range of space-time scales, from cm to km and from seconds to years. Being able to integrate
data from different compartments (atmosphere, vegetation, soil, surface waters, groundwater,
coastal waters), is a challenge for the visual methods and workflow concepts when aiming for
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identifying relevant coupling effects within the wide range of water and matter transport processes
(sediment, contaminants, nutrients) in and in-between catchments, river system and coastal waters.
At the base of all investigations lies the question of “where and how to find and get the data”?
The data are widely distributed throughout agencies and various scientific institutions and address a
variety of disciplines, have different data formats, trustworthiness, and licensing regulations. This
diversity in combination with the all-encompassing underlying data-diversity itself (e.g.
satellite/airborne, maps, observation, simulation, social media, …), makes the data situation of Show
Case B extremely heterogeneous and challenging. These complications, more than in Show Case A,
link directly into Task 3.3 where stakeholder involvement is planned to foster innovations for societal
benefits.
Data and methods: Show Base B strongly links to E&E infrastructure project MOSES which was
launched in 2017. The project aims at a synoptic understanding of flood events within the
atmospheric, terrestrial, limnic and marine environments. In MOSES, the so-called event chain group
‘Hydrological Extremes’ comprises AWI, GEOMAR, HZG, UFZ, GFZ, HGMU, KIT, FZJ and DLR. Two main
scientific questions are put forward here that drive this Show Case: A) To what extent do flood
events occur in central Europe, which are "individually not extreme", but in the context of climate
change happen in ever faster succession (for example, several times per year) and thus accumulate
into a "cumulative event" with cumulative effects? B) How long do the different ecosystems (upper
and lower river reaches, lakes, terrestrial sites and coastal areas) need to return to their "normal"
steady-state mode after a medium "flood" event, and what happens if a minimum time needed for
‘recovery’ cannot be reached due to a rapid succession of minor and medium events? The Elbe
catchment area has been identified as good case study region including the impact on the North Sea
and thus being an ideal as a Show Case for Digital Earth. The Elbe River has been a hotspot of recent
flood events with disastrous consequences in the past (2002, 2013). With 1,100 km length and a
catchment size of about 140,000 km2, the Elbe is a large river in Europe. The German part of the river
basin alone is inhabited by 20 million people (De Kok et al. 2000) and the average discharge near the
estuary is about 700 m3s-1 (e.g. Krysanova et al. 2004) causing a significant effect on the coastal
ecosystems.
The very close link to MOSES will allow to iteratively test feedback loops between the SMART
Monitoring Design and the Data Exploration Framework under (near) real-time conditions. A reliable
recognition of in-time series patterns from sensor measurements that employ user-tuneable
algorithms for (pre)warnings building on constant checks, if sensor values are within an expected
range (based on sensor specific properties) is fundamental. To achieve the scientific objectives, a set
of data exploration methods and tools is needed including data integration, data selection and
transformation, as well as pattern evaluation methods before data are visualized in different
perspectives or assimilated in simulation models. Data integration involves combining
heterogeneous data residing in different sources and providing the scientist with a unified access to
the data. Data sources will include long-term observational data, e.g. online streamflow data from
different agencies or from the TERENO observatories; forecast products from international and
national centres (ECMWF, DWD, state flood forecasting centres) such as precipitation, temperature,
streamflow, soil moisture. Further outputs from simulation models run by the Helmholtz centres are
needed (e.g. TerrSysMP at FZJ, Drought Monitor at UFZ, Regional Flood Model RFM at GFZ), as well
as satellite data whereby the most relevant ongoing missions are SMAP, MODIS, TerraSAR-X, Sentinel
I and II. With regards to satellite data, the next suite of missions like Sentinel III-VI, EnMAP, GRACEFO, or the planned TANDEM-L and ATMO-SAT missions already need to be integrated. Data selection
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and transformation implicates mainly the extrapolation of local fluxes and states in space and time,
e.g. generation of dynamic maps including the entire catchment and receiving coastal waters (Upand downscaling of information). Pattern evaluation mainly addresses the identification of patterns,
relationships and causalities in high-dimensional surface data using advanced exploratory methods
from data mining, machine learning, visual analytics etc.
As indicated by the data sets mentioned above, it becomes clear that flood research requires a close
cooperation with external partners like state offices (Sachsen, Sachsen-Anhalt, Niedersachsen, HH,
SH), federal institutes (BfG, BSH, BAW), forecasting centres (DWD, Flood forecasting centres of
federal states) and others. Thus, this Show Case is a very good example to advance stakeholder
involvement (=> WP3) and test data exchange and digestion of different data formats within the
workflows and software tools developed in WP2. It links towards disaster management and the
societal demand for science-based information about the causes and consequences of ongoing
floods. This includes support to mitigate current disasters and to reduce negative consequences (soil
removal, spread of contaminants, coastal ecosystem impacts, flooding of cities) in the future. The
compilation of real-time information about ongoing floods will provide science-based facts about the
flood event for areas that will/might be inundated and on consequences that have to be expected.
We plan to provide such information to society and specific end-users. This information will
complement the available information, as it will go beyond the sectoral information provided by
forecasting institutions, such as the German Weather Service, Federal Institute of Hydrology or the
flood forecasting and warning centres of federal states. To maximize outreach and to bundle the
Helmholtz’s communication channels, the provision of data and information will be embedded in
ESKP.

5.5 Thematic Seed Groups
The idea of Thematic Seed Groups is to discuss methodical needs and the potential of data
science approaches in a group consisting of interested scientists from all Helmhotz E+E Centers plus
invited/interested external experts. Seed Groups will build the basis to achieve the project goals
(short term perspective); they will also transfer the knowledge generated within Digital Earth into the
PoF IV Phase (long-term groups). They will build contact points towards HGF-internal discussions as
well as external discussions to scientists and other stakeholders. Members of the different Seed
Groups bring their specific expertise from the different work package tasks into the group and
guarantee a close interconnection between the different WPs, tasks and centres. Digital Earth
initiates five Seed Groups pursuing following objectives; their interaction to the work packages is
shown in Figure 7.

1) Earth Monitoring
This thematic Seed Group will gather experts of the centres with the aim to improve the
capabilities in field investigation. The group will organise of knowledge exchange between the
different developers and users of field investigation methods, the promotion of standards and best
practice for field operation, the data flow from sensor to archive, and the development and
implementation of hierarchical concepts and adaptive monitoring. The group will coordinate
activities related to WP1 SMART Monitoring Design. Thereby, a network and interaction between the
centres will be established which can strongly support joint field activities between the centres
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(MOSES) as well as to external partners. We will actively include external experts e.g. from large scale
monitoring projects and initiatives in which the partners are already cooperating (see Chapters 2.2,
5.8)
2) Data Provision and Data Quality
Topics of this group will be to discuss and find practical solutions for data provision and data
quality that are in alignment to common community standards for data handling according to
seamless data flows. This will involve the description of sensors over near real-time data formats and
near real-time data transmission, and delayed mode data transmission and (meta-) data description.
Including workflows, libraries and tools for manual and automated quality procedures embedded
and integrated with the data flow. This will be complemented by methods and technical interfaces
supporting data analytics and data exploration and completed with tools supporting scientist in
interacting with data archives. Discussions also beyond Digital Earth will linked into HGF as well as
international communities (e.g. Research Data Alliance) with focus on practical benefit, therefore
concepts and implementations of new approaches. The two seed groups ‘Earth Monitoring’ and
‘Data Provision and Data Quality’ will closely cooperate in all work packages (WP1 – WP4; see Figure
7)
3) Data Exploration
3a) Machine learning/computational data analyses
This Seed Group will explore latest algorithms for automated data harvesting, data imputation
and uncertainty estimation, for automated support for data analysis and information extraction, and
evaluate and inform about access performance and characteristics of existing techniques. The group
will define test scenarios to identify weaknesses and biases inherent in existing approaches and
screen latest developments on the field of knowledge discovery for their suitability in Earth and
Environmental sciences. As all Seed Groups, it will build a discussion forum to find solutions for
methodological gaps that have been identified along the scientific workflow. It will evaluate
technologies for workflow automatization and importantly establish connections from the Research
Area E&E to Helmholtz-Incubator projects in Information and Data Science.
External experts for machine learning and statistical methods could be: Tilmann Gneiting HITS
Heidelberg, Martin Schlather Universität Mannheim, Bernhard Schölkopf MPI Intelligent Systems,
Claudia Plant Universität Wien, Raazesh Sainudiin Uppsala Universitet, Andreas Krause ETH Zürich,
Ansgar Scherp ZBW- Kiel.
3b) Visual data analyses
The group will discuss needs of Earth and Environmental scientists for visual data exploration and
introduce concepts, methods and the potential of advanced visual data exploration. It will show and
discuss already existing approaches in the context of requirements of Digital Earth and will facilitate
the link to external experts who are also working on visual data exploration. Develop and discuss
novel approaches that meet the methodical gaps defined in Digital Earth. Distribute the developed
approaches to further Earth and Environmental scientists. External experts for visual data exploration
have been identified and will be contacted and invited upon project start: Daniel Keim Universität
Konstanz, Heidrun Schumann Universität Rostock, Gerik Scheuermann Universität Leipzig, Gennadi or
Natalia Andrienko Fraunhofer-Institut für Intelligente Analyse- und Informationssysteme IAIS,
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Torsten Möller Universität Wien, Silvia Miksch TU Wien, Allen MacEachren Penn State University,
Jason Dykes London City University, Tamara Munzner University of British Columbia.
4) Data Management & Governance
On a higher level the group will summarize differences and commonalities for basic frame
conditions for cooperation and collaboration in a) technical aspects and b) governance questions to
force fruitful and sustainable liaisons for a useful power of the community in Helmholtz. The group
will define strategic as well as methods for cooperation on the operational level with support of
centre directorates with a close view on PoF-IV visions and best practices. A first step with regard to
HPC is the "AG Großrechner", which developed a strategy how to integrate the HPC centers JSC and
DKRZ. In addition, a joined E&E share has been established at JSC, which provides HPC resources for
large joint activities such as ESM. In terms of data storage, the benefits of linked search tools for
federal data storage infrastructure is demonstrated by the Earth System Grid Federation ESGF in the
realm of climate science. Prototypes of such frameworks are already under development at HGF
institutions, e.g. at JSC. These activities should be enhanced and perpetuated in PoF-IV.
4a) Technical platforms
Joined use of data storage, HPCs or VisLabs is of great importance for an efficient and sustainable
use of technical platforms. How to realize this in the next POF phase and for long-term perspectives,
how and where to link to national/international initiatives and how to homogenize efforts at the
different centres, will be discussed within this Seed Group.
4b) Governance, policies & agreements
Setting up governance structures in support of collaborative developments and operations in
HGF’s Research Area E&E as well as for Digital Earth is at the centre of this Seed Group’s work. Based
on existing but rather fragmented structures and documents it will create a set of policies and
agreements for common use which will position Digital Earth at the core of the connection between
data infrastructures and scientific users not just in participating Helmholtz centres but also in a
national and international context, such as the “Nationale Forschungsdateninfrastruktur” (NFDI,
German national research data infrastructure). We aim at a common set of data policies, building
blocks for data management plans, shared operative data services incl. technical platforms. These
will constitute a substantial contribution to program development for POF-IV as a cross-cutting
activity.
5) Software Architecture-Concepts
This group will discuss best sustainable options for joint software developments for scientific
workflows and software products developed in Digital Earth and interfacing to core-components of
scientific data analyses in E&E. Best practices for code structure and documentation as well as
versioning repositories and tools (e.g. ticketing) for operational collaboration will be described and
centre contact-points informed. Complementary, suggestions for long-term archiving and the
citability of scientific software will be discussed. Links to other initiatives in Germany (e.g. IF funded
the new Future Ocean Cluster in Kiel) and international will be strengthened (e.g. https://pangeodata.github.io) through an active approach (-> invite experts to meetings).
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5.6 Scientific Advisory Board
The Scientific Advisory Board will be established to advice on the science directions of the project
objectives, support linking to international projects of similar scope and help with selecting Bridging
Post Docs. We foresee to invite about eight external people into the SAB aiming at finding colleagues
that check two or more of the below listed criteria.






Scientific expert in one of the Show Case
Stakeholder related to one of the Show Cases
Coordinator/coordination level from large international projects/agencies (e.g. GEOSS, EEA)
Lead person in a large international monitoring station/project (e.g. Ocean Networks Canada,
EPOS).
Expert in data management, machine learning or visual data exploration

In addition we invite the Coordinator of MOSES and ESM into the SAB to secure a very close
collaboration of these three projects. At the time of the proposal writing, the following persons have
been identified as potential SAB members; few have been contacted and gave a positive response;













Joaquin Tintore, Director of the Spanish Large Scale Marine Infrastructure, SOCIB, Spain
Maia Hoeberechts, Associate Director - User Services, Ocean Networks Canada, Vicotria,
Canada
Oksana Tarasova, WMO Global Atmosphere Watch, Geneva, Switzerland
Hartwig Hubertus Kremer, Senior Programme Officer UN Environment Programme, Nairobi,
Kenya
Jens Klump, OCE Science Leader, CSIRO, Australia
Markus Reichstein, Director of the department Biochemical Integration, Max Plank Institute
for Biogeochemistry, Jena, Germany
Robert Axmann, Institute of Data Science, Jena, Germany
Gerik Scheuermann, Universität Leipzig, Computer Science Institute.
Michael Gertz, Universität Heidelberg, Institute of Computer Science
Vincent Heuveline, Engineering Mathematics and Computing Lab (EMCL) at IWR, Heidelberg
University
Thomas Jung, AWI (coordinator ESM), Bremen, Germany
Ute Weber, UFZ (coordinator MOSES), Leipzig, Germany
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5.7 Work package Gantt Charts
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